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SCSUgiv~_ ,,
continued

accreditation
by Tyspn Jahn
STAFF WRITER

SitaM Opot1/_PH<JT0 EDl10R

St Cloud ;..~ Irene Pflueger wheels through the aisles of~ Foods, ~ 33nl Aile. S: Wednesday
~ · Pflueger was In -rch of lngredien1a f o r ~ !,!ea related story_ ,s.
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Lafest population we~~r!!'Cse;~~
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by-ne~ committ_ee =~~eo:S~=~n&ve:men~~
~:~\~'e:;~"~~
by RIiey Worth .
AsslSTANT MANAGING tDfTOR

numerous members of the body have . SCSU on the board of directors. expressed interest in being part of
"We wanted to inform them,"
GRR.
~
' Wieber said , of the·- p!l!Sentation to
"Students are· a significant pan of Student GovemmenL "If they have
the (St. Cloud area) coffimunity," said that tx,m or that sj)ol in their heart to

•~=~ ::;ord:!~~:~_':';Y

Whose job is ·it to make swe the
...,population of a given area does not
overflow? An interesting question
_it
which most ~le probably could not
(the students) end up staying in the
This i ~ affects students in many
answer;
community or - not (after they ways, bQth college and high school
A group has been fonnedcalled the
Great River Roundtable, and lhey've -graduate}, 'they have a lot to students. Not 0nly ,do students affect
the economy, she said. ~ they affect
made it their job. The group has office contribute."
Vincent is working in conju~tion } issues such as parking and use ofarea
space in First American Bank, and its
~,
function is to identify current and ::a/~2J7::u!:;!~~ and university facilities.
anticipated problems -with the
Cx'pected growth of . . Central ,group of'about 100 other community
memb=
Minnesq1a.
.
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SCSU recently received continued 'OCCreditation, whiCh is
the best affinnation that a university can earn, by the North
Central Association-ofColleges and Schools.
"We were a little surprised, but we received a little indication
that we would receive the accreditation," said SCSU President
Bruce Grube. "Official word came in late October."
Grube said he is ' very happy with the results of the
evaluation and said it is a great waY to show that teamwodc. is
ysed elltensively at SCSU and students remain the top priority. •
'The Commission on Institutions of Higher Education's
voted
on
0c1.· • 22
represented
formal
approval of'a recommendlltion made by a team that visited the
campus earlier this year. An accreditation of a· university
from~ accrediting body means that there will
be no· comprehensive evaluations of SCSU for 10 years.
The._,NCA evaluates the whole campus, from the employees
io ' the core ~general education requirements, to se:c if
they . - thek Slandanls. SCSU topped such neighboring
schools rike Moorhead, who received a three-year bypass. and 1
Mankato, who achieved a five*year bypw.
Un ~ 8118Cia vice prc.mcAI of Academic Affa,iB, _
,~said it is very .- rare"-'not to have a university> ihat •• ._
isn't accredited~Hokier did 'ITIOst ort'hework thaf lcll to the ~re-·
accreditation. " --~- •
"A school would be. in serious. financial trouble,"commentcd Holder. '. That would mean that a school would
receiYe oo financial aid, loans or grants. A university would not
be accredited toward students who wish to go lQ graduate
school, either. If a St;hool didn't pass tht evaluations, it would
receive a ·second visit from representatives from the
commission."
Holder said she was pleasantly surprised by the resultsqfthe 10-year bypass because t~ university previously received a •.
five-y~ by~ without eValuations. Representatives from the
commission who Visited SCSU noted several strengths.
Commitment to technology and the . addition
of a. new learning .centir, position the institution for strong
leadership going in~ the 21st century.
More than 20 departments and p_rograms are individually
accredited.
~
Campus leadership is commended for undertaki"ng_,a large
number of major initiatives.
-

WHAT'S TIIE PROBLEM?

Gang-related alternatives to_be
addressed by education speaker~
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

St. Cloud has fought back against gang problems by
installing curfewS- and banning downtown skaters- and
bikers. However, some people feel they are targeting the
· wrong crowd.
,
''The whole town is in denial," said Ramon Serrano, an
associate professor of teacher development. "Hysteria is
caus.in_g more harm than good. You can't combat violence
wilh more violence." ~
•
Tonight a profes.sor from ·New Jersey will be. speaking
about alternatives that will be focused oo gang prevention

and helping members already in gang$ regajn control of
their lives. Jose R. Figueroa*Britapaja is a generalist in
curriculum. and teaching at Montclair Slate Un_iversity.. He
will be speaking from 7 to 9 p.m. in Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium.
"' •
,
Figueroa*Britapaja has worked in the past with school
districts in the Chicago area. His main focuses there were
·CW!iculum· development and Slay*aHchool programs. He
now recruits "at*risk" students to become teacher aides and
future teachers.
t
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Sophomore Adam Kolles and junior famml Jurek
awdy In . pnparalion for their C8lculus 241 exam
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Four arrested in

weekend crime spree
St. Cloud and Waite Park were the settings
of a weekend robbery rampage that included
five attempts or successes.
A group of four, three of which are
juveniles, were arrested early Sunday
morning shortly after their last robbery.

Matthew Berthiaume, 20, of Monticello
was' arrested on preliminary charges of
robbery. He had just been released from

Stearns County jail on Friday.
The other three, a 16-year-old from
Monticello, a 17-year-old from St. Cloud, and
a 17-year-old from Paynesville, all males
were charged as juveniles.

The first robbcry occurred about 11 :30
p.m. Saturday at the 600 block of Sixth
Avenue South when two suspects approached

two people walking in the alley. The victims

told police the suspeccs threatened to use a
handgun and demanded money. They took
,five one dollar bills but returned two of them
for unknown reasons.
The next robbery was about 3:20 a.m. in
the 300 block of Fourth Avenue South. The
three yictims were SCSU students and they
had a backpack and a purse stolen.
At 3:35 a.m. officers responded to an
attempted rpbbery in the 400 block of Sixth
•Street South. The victim managed to get away
and run to safety in an SCSU residential hall.
The fourth incident happend near
Michigan Avenue and Killian Boulevard. The
four suspects confronted the victim, pushed
him up against a tree. They got away with a
pack of cigarettes and a baseball cap.
This victim told police 11e saw the S.!Jspects
just down the street rob a fifth victim. This
victim had not reported the incident as of
Monday.
Police officer Brad Thelen caught the

THURSDAY
Film
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. The movie "The
Opposite Sex" will be shown.
There will be a repeat
showinQ Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at the same
time.

SATURDAY
Women's basketball
6 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall
against U qf M-Mori;s.

Men's basketball
8 p.m. at Halenbeck Hall
against U of M-Crookston.

Football
Noon at Selke Field against

U of Nebraska-Omaha

· Women's Hockey
Two games - 2 p.m. at
Mariucci Arena against U of
M-Twin Cities and 9 p.m.
against St. Olaf at the
National Hockey Center.

MONDAY
Finals week
Finals start Monday at 8

a.m. and finish Thusday.
night. Day anil evening
classes begin again Monday
Dec. 1.

To submit- information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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First three people
chosen for events
center task force
The St. Cloud City Council appointed
three people to get the ball rolling for an
events center task force.
John Severson was chosen as the council
representative and Don Landwehr and R0bert
Nelson were chosen as citizen members.
SCSU j\Jnior John Baker will be
representing the university student body.
Local cities, counties and school districts
that will be affected by the decision will soon
name their representatives. The plans are for the task force to start
their work this month to figure out whether an

events center is feasible. One suggestion
being talked about is a half.cent sales tax on
the affected communitie] .
·

Push for Twins
stadium brings big
names to St. Cloud
Gov. Ame Carlson, Kirby Puckett; Bert
Blyleven, and Jerry Bell were in St. Cloud
Monday making one last push for a new
Twins stadium.
It was part of a statewide tour to gamer
support before a formal vote goes to the
Legislature today.
Puckett made a brief speech and signed
atitographs. About 100 people showed up at
the airport . to show their support for the
building of the stadium.

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

suspects on their way to the sixth robberj and
arrested them.

Campus cop
arrested for
burglary

Alleged bomber
goes.on trial in
California

Arizona State University's Crime
,Theodore Kaczynski's trial began
Prevention Coordinator Radawna Wednesday in Sacramento, Calif.
Michelle was arrested for allegedly
The trial began with the
stealing some compact discs and questioning of jury candidates.
some cash Friday night from a Kaczynski, 55, is a former math
university office in Tempe, Ariz.
professor and faces a 10-count
Police responded to a report of a federal indictment in four of the 16
suspicious person on campus. Unabomber attacks.
Kaczynski could face the death
Officers recognized Michelle leaving
a university building. She rode away penalty if convicted. He has pleaded
on a bike before they could question 'innocent to all charges including a
her.
separate murder charge in New
She was arrested 30 minutes later Jersey for another bombing.
Between 1978 and 1995 the
in her campus office. Police found
burglary tools ¥td the missing CD's Unabomber placed 16 explosive
in her possession.
devices which killed three people and
injured 23. The bombs were mailed

John Lindsay held positions on
the SCSU Student Goverment and
the Bemidji State Student
Government at the same time.
He was the only student in the
history of the state college system to
hold offices on two different
campuses at once. He -was a
senator-at-large when he did this.
Lindsay, had attended Bemidji
State for three years before coming
to SCSU on the Common Market
Program, virtually meaning he was
a student at both universities.
As reported in the Nov. 13
edition of the The College
Chronicl~. Lindsay, who moved up
to become the senate vice president
through the resignitlon of Paul
Ridgeway as student body
president,
announced
his
resignation.
.''There are several reasons for
this resignation," Lindsay stated.
"First and foremost, I guess would
be the fact that the students on this
campus are not worth representing
at this time."

Joanne Benson

Milwaukee
siblings jailed
for incest

says rumors are

nottnle
Lt. Gov. Joanne Benson says
rumors of her dropping her
candidacy for governor are not
!rue.

A brother and sister who have had
at least three children together were
sent to prison Tuesday after being
convicted of felony incest.
1be brother, 45, was sentenced to
eight years and the sister, 30, was
given five years. She gave birth to a
child three days earlier, but the
paternity of that child has yet to ~
determined. She was voluntarily
sterilized after the latest birth, said
her attorney.

.

She accused unnamed state
Republican leaders of spreading a
false rumor that she is going
to drop her gubernatorial bid and run
for
the
7th
District
congressional seat.
She
Said
the
rumor
is being spread in an attempt to get
St. Paul Mayor Norm Coleman
to run for governor.
Benson made the statement as
part
of
mailing
to
supporters.
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to scientists and professors whom the
Unabomber blamed in his manifesto
for creating a technology which
destroyed human nature.
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Athena project protno~ wotnen
Intended speaker
invitation evolves into
three-day conference
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Athena, a Greek goddess, stands for
leadership, power, high self-esteem and

wisdom, "all the things that a gifted woman
represents,'' according to Psychology
Professor Zoa Rockenstein.
The Athena project began as a way to

bring a guest speaker to a class on campus
and has grown into a three-year project
spanning a regional and a national
conference.

The original idea for the project stemmed
from an honors class which Rockenstein
taught last spring called, Psychology of

Gifted Women. During the class students read
a book by Dr. Barbara Kerr, titled Sman Girls
Two. The book summarizes the life
experiences of gifted women from the lime
they graduate high school until they are
elderly women.
'The students got to see through the

research on other gifted women, what got in
their way and what helped their growth," .
Rockenstein said.
The class allows the students to examine
their life decisions and goals and to examine
how they were or weren't promoting growth
_ oftheirgifts.
The 22 women in the class last spring
communicated with Kerr through e-mail
during the quarter. They suggested that she
come to campus as a speaker for the n~xt
class.
Soon after Kerr agreed to come,
Rockenstein began receiving phone calls
from other schools "in the area, as well as
business women asking if they could attend
the conference.
'There was no conference, but all these
people were calling wanting to attend,"
Rockenstein said. "I went to Sponsored •
Programs and talked to thein and they
suggested turning it into two conferences."
It is now called The Athena Project:
Creating Pathways to Eminence for Gifted
Women and Girls.
The idea of having Kerr as a guest
speaker,has now turned into a project of three
phases. The first is a conference io be held
this spring. It will take place May 7-9, 1998
on the SCSU campus · and is open 1:0 all
women in the Midwest
1be first conference wil,I focus on women
during . their college years and is called
Pathways to Eminence: The College Years.
''We're focusing on women getting ready
to go to college, in college and those who
teach college women," Rockenstein said
The three-day conference will include a
day of informational speakers, a day of

Sara Kirk/STAFF PH(llT)GRAPHER

Zoa Rockenstein, professor in psychology and women's studies, is starting an independent project called the Athena
Project. Rockenstein demonstrates her strong interest in women and mythology with the goddess of imagination.
experience workshops and a day of mother I
daughter projects because Sunday is Mother's
Day.
Speakers at the conferences will include
Kerr, Mandy Carter and De Lorez T. Houle.

0

Carter is a black feminist activist with the
National Organization of Womeo and other
groups. She will be speaking on the

im!X)rtance of feminist activism in the lives of
gifted women.
Houle is a personal growth counselor and
will be leading a day long workshop called
Women's Wheel of Law.
Also participating in the conference will
be the Women's A~tion Drum Core from
Chicago.
·
'They are young, undergraduate women
who use druf!1ming as a way of prote;st. They
will be giving a drumming workshop on
Saturday and leading the Take Back the Night
demonstration on Friday night," she said.
Take Back the Night protests have been
done nationwide and they focus on the issue
of rape and sexual assault. There are
presentations about those issues and then a
march through the city demonstrating the
need for safe streets. for women.
The second phase is a research period,
Rockenstein is attempting to get funded, to
study gifted women at SCSU. The women
she would study are graduates who
participated in a project several years ago in
which the honors program refonrted their
freshman curriculum to include more areas,
including multi-cultural and critical and
creative thinking.
Approximately 100 women participated
in the study and the attempt of the pt'Oject is

to follow those women through the next 15
years of their lives.
The funding for this portion of the project
has not yet been secured, although grants are
being written by those involved in the project
in order to receive it, . .
, .
The third and final phase of the project is
preparation for and delivery of the second
conference. Ths conference will be titled
Pathways to Eminence: Lessons Across the
Lifespan.
'The conference is intended for a wide
audience of gifted girls and women, as well
as their parents, teachers, spouses or partners
and caregivers," Rockenstein said.
,
This conference will take place on the
SCSU campus or in the Twin •Cities,
depending on the availability of facilities.
Although the primary sponsor is the
psychology department, there are many
sponsors including Academic Affairs,
College of Social Science, Women's Center
and Women's Studies Programs.
The initial'filnds to begin the project were
given to Rockenstein by SCSU President
Bruce Grube.
"He said he thought the project was a
good idea and our start-up funds came from
him," Rockenstein said.

SCSU takes part in national conference on hate crime
by Mandy Jackson

. carrying the conversation further,

CO-NEWS EDITOR

said Geoffrey Tabak.in, professor of,
teacher development.
The teleconference began by
' Stephen Trachtenbuig, president of
George Washington University who
said, '1be very soul of our nation is
at risk."
Trachtenburg then introduced
Billy Johnson, who has had many
years of police experience fighting
hate crimes.
Johnson described being called
to the house of a family of color
• twice in one night. On the second
call, he returned to the home to find
18 windows had been blown out of
the house. He described the distress
-of the father and husband who had
to try to comfort the screams of his

A White House teleconference
on hate crime was bro.ideas! via
satellite Monday in the Education
Building.
SCSU President Brui:e Grube
received
information
from
Minnesota State Colleges anti
Universities notifying universities
about
the
broadcast
and
encouraging them to provide it on
their campuses.
Jackie Zieglmeier, secretary of
Academic Affairs, said the topic of
the teleconference just happened to
.be timely for SCSU.
The
teleconference
was
broadcast to establish a means of

wife and children all at once.
"I saw what was stolen from
them - their dignity," said Johnson.
United States Vice President Al
Gore said, "Hate crimes are as
pervasive as they are perverse." He
explained that hate crimes punish
~!~ Jor being different from
Gore said hate crimes are an
attack against America itself. "Any
act should send a shiver through the
soul of any American," Gore said.
Gore
introduced
Shanay
Sampson, a senior at Duke
University. SalT)pson said. "hatred
is very much alive, and it starts as
early as elementary school."
Sampson described riding home
from school on the bus, a young

black woman among students from
her predominantly Jewish school,
guessing what would be thrown at
their bus each day.
Sampson has started an
organization called Students
Against Violence Everywhere.
SAVE includes sc;:nsitivity training
and awareness of other cultures.
"God has told me, instead of
getting bitter, get better," Sampson
said.
Sampson introduced U.S.
President Bill Clinton. Clinton said,
"Our country and our families can
only Sl!,£Vive if they are free from
hate."
''All over the world we see what
happens when hate is combined
with lawlessness," Clinton said. He

explained that violence can only be
battled by ending fear and
ignorance. "Whether we like it or
not, our futures are bound together."
Clinton said the nation must
make sure the law protects all
~pie.
He explained all hate crimes
involving physical crimes must be
prosecuted, including crimes
against women and homosexuals in
addition to racial hate crimes.
Clinton said there should be more
prosecutions and punishments
for perpetrators of hate crime:,
He explained some things that

Go TO CONFERENCE, PAGE 6
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Buttons signify students' _fight against racism
Disbursement of 5,00Q_ _~~t1
~~;a\~~1~!~ h;fiec~~--asr:~rn~b~~~ont~~
buttons unites students ~i~~~~ ~p~~:i::i ~;i~~~N~s~li~:~'.triicnt
againSf. fBCBnf CfimeS have
. "Th.·e
idea anis.· effort
that -stu'dc.
to make
to goms
to •
byMandyJackson

a particular site to ask for

~~c~h~

CO-NEWS EDITOR

The college of education has created
buttons saying, "We're all in this together!"
for students and faculty to show that they arc
taking a stand against racism.
The buttons were made available Monday
and arc located in the President's office, all of
the deans' offices and at the Studc~t Li fe and
Development offi ce. The bul\ons arc free.
Communicatio ns Specialist · Je.,i.nine

s:~l~~:nc:~~:~•a::~

•

Ha~:1~~ :ai~'.~~ b:\~~nsb~~c bcf;;1
c:;:;~~
but~~:s~;;c !~~m t;trc~~~~~~·s:~~:~sity ~r~~:1f~!1~:~il~ :~~c~~~ as astep toward
3

giv~~n;~~o;~g f~r the production of the

,

director
Cu.ltura.l
discussed01.·. the
idea Diversity,
fo r the
..buttons on Oct. 31. Hasslen

:~~~en:~~

th~~rd M~tc~las::
McKay said those who wcarthe
what they were gomg to do to
buttons
are
making
a '
•
combat racism.
commitment so 1f they hear or
•
" It 's a pretty simplistic
see something inappro priate
thing to wear a buuon,"
they will repon 1t.
Hasslen said. However, she
"We wanted the buttons to
said those ·who wear a button
be free but I don't want that to be a banier," have to answer questions about what the
said Robin Hasslen, professor of child and . button means and call others on the ir
family studies, concerning the opportuni ty to prej udices.

Hass.lenalive,
said. as_·the
bu.is
uon.s
sh.ould.
keep
awareness
there
a need
to address
racism at all times.
uni~:r,s~t/e~~~~ml~~~~~. a~~r;uetr;~id~~~
Bruce Grube said, "We are m this together.
By ~lving to umtc agamst racism and other
acts of oppression, we show our strength asa
campus community .and our commit ment
to the St. Cloud State educational mission."
• Fi ve thousand buttons have been made so
far. Hasslcn said, "I hope we can use them up
and make more and more."

Hockey players' moms cheer team to victory
Hockey moms' strength head team spirit
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER"

Jenna Albrecht

................ AND ...

Lisa Goulet
The hockey defenseman can
sustain a bone-crushfog check from
a 2 15-pound opponent and drop his
gloves to fight anyone who
challenges him.
Yet, to his mom, he will alway"S
be her little boy.
Several SCSU hockey moms,
alo}lg with an aunt and a grandma,
met as a group Nov I. at the
National Hockey Center to discuss
the hockey players in their li'vcs and
· unveil issues not usually considered
by sports fans o r prcSCntcd from the
female pcn;pcd ivc.
Fans can mcmOrize stat istics
and coaches can learn each player's
style and ability, but nobody knows
as much about the athlete's
strengths, weaknesses and moods
as these women. They have
supports<J, the players since they
fi rst ·showcd an intcrcsl in hockey
about fifteen years ago.
Judy Frisch, mother of junior,
forward Ryan Frisch, said her son
became interested in skating at
about age four after attending his
older sisters' fi gure.skating events.
·
"He
eventually
started
..,JOing axcls off the couch, and
_. spmewhere along the line he
decided he wanted to be a hockey
player," Frisch said.
Everyone
agreed
that
involvement in hockey · has had
many . positive effects on the
players. One such effect is

the camaraderie shared by the
teammates.
"As a tcam, .thcy'rc all very
supportive o f each other," said
Nancy Stewart, mother of senior
forward Jason Stewart. Many o f the
mothers agreed this team spirit has
gotten stronger since the team lost
Mark Panish and Mau Cullen.
'They don't have one or two
awesome players this year. It's up to
everybody on,thc team from top to
bouom," said JOAnne Lund, mother
of sophomore defenseman Tom
Lund.
According to the mo thers,
although · the team has suffered
somewhat from the loss of their star
players, there was a. sense of a
readiness to move on , to
concentrate on the fu ture and what
the team has to offer now, nithcr
than dwell on the past and what the
team has lost.
The hockey moms agreed that
the team will have a successful
season because of their wil.lingness
to work together and because of the
individual qualities each player
brings· to the team.
But no mailer how well the team
works together, there will always
be hardships. These hardships
include more than the numbers in
the win-loss column of the statistics
record, however. They are the
behind-the-scene problems of
which most fans are unaware.
The pressure to pcrforn1 well in
college hockey is great, and the
one-on-one attention players may
have gotten in high school is not as
readily available to the m.
Each play made in an angry
state of mind during a game is vital
to indi vidual athletes. One mistake
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can cost a game and the individual's The man asked him if he would
chance at playing in the next Ooe.
leave home at 16 .if he had to do it
"There's so much at stake," over again. I just held my breath
Frisch said. "In high school hockey, and squeezed my husband's knee
if they scored or made a mistake, under the table. Michael chewed hi s
you knew they would be playing chicken, swallowed and said, ' I'd
the ne:<t game. In Di vision I doitallovel'again.'That'smymost
hockey, every goal or every mistake memorable moment as a hockey
just changes
mom,
no
things."
doubt."
The
The most
mothers, aunts
nail-biting
and
aspect
of'
grandmothers
every game
said I.hey go
for
the
through each
mothers is the
of
these
th reat
of
heartac hes as
physical hami
the players do,
the
players
feeling their
face with eac~·
pam
drop of the
frustration.
puck.
But they also
Frisch
endure other
remembered
hardships,
seeing
a
JoAnne Lund
perhaps ·
Moorhead
MOTHER OF TOM LUND
unknown to
player become
the athletes.
paralyzed after
Mike
a check during
Rucinski left home at age 16 to play a high school game.
in a junior hockey league. His
"Once you've seen that, and
mother talked emotionally of her been to a game like that, your heart
struggle to make the decision just pounds for them," Frisch said.
whether or not to allow him to There arc times when you really get
move away from home at such a perspective. This is just a game and
young age.
somc1imes it runs through your
"It was very difficult that mind, 'Is this really worth it?'"
morning when he drove away. It
Not only docs an injury such as
was very hurtful. It was the hardest this affect the "'.ict½-1, b~t also the
thing I've ever had to do, but I player who has inflicted 11.
knew that's what Michael really
Jackie Quinn, Jason Stewart's
wanted," Rucinski said with tears in grandmother, remarked, "He would
her eyes.
never physically hurt anyone on
In the back of her mind, puffX)sc. But 1hat's hi s job. Pan of
Rucinski always wondered if she his job on the team is to be physical.
had done 1hc right thing. She And that's very fri ghtening for him,
received the answer at last year's as well as whoever is on the other
awards banquet when a man and bis team."
young son approached their 1able;
There are struggles off the ice as
seeking advice from Mike about well. At every game, there are fans
allowing his son to leave home to who display their frustration in
play hockey.
manners that are hurtful to the
"Michael was caling chicken. families of the athletes.

I've never gotten in
an actual physical
fight, but usually 171
let people know I'm
a mom if I'm in
their arena.

"If I'm in another arena, I make
it a point to let the people around
me know that I'm 33's mom and I
cry very easi ly. Say what you want
lo say, bul don't pick on 33,"
Rucinski said.
It w'as evident where some of
lhe pl~yers get their spunk and
tenacity. Lund explained how she
deals with , annoying comments
made during the games.
"I' ve never gotten in an actual
physical fight, but usually I'll let
people know I'm a mom if l'm in
theirare na.Orifthey'reinOUrs, 1'11
let them know they're in the
parents' section, and maybe they
should keep their coITlments to
themselves before they receive
bodily hann," L1md said.
Boisterous fans are on ly one of
the things7nothers· said they 'deal
with when watching their sons play
hockey. They also deal with their
own emotions throughout the
game, as their sons are thrown up
against the boards, score goals and
are' benched for reasons sometimes
unknown to the mothers.
The most emotional moment for
any ' parent or family member is
seeing a player lying on the ice in
pain, not knowing if they will ever
skate again.
''My thoughts are, 'Where are
the parents? Arc they here? Where
are they sitting? If they' re not here,
who's going to call them?' If I were
at home, I'd want to know," Frisch
said.
However, their emotions arc
completely different when a player
has perfonned well. TIie general
consensus among the women was
that a hockey mom for one is a
. hockey mom for all. Each player's
triumphs are felt by each of 1hem,
especially after a goal. This soaring
emotion was expressed by the
mothers in one word: heaven.
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Appellate court to hear ar~ments at SCSU
. by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

High schOOI and university students will
gather Wednesday to watch as· Minnesota's
~court of Appeals hears four cases in the

Atwood Little Theatre.
As part of an on-going effort to increase

access to the state's court system, the Court of'
Appeals travels around the state to hear oral
arguments like the ones on the dock el for next
week. Three judges will hear arguments at the
hearing. This court regularly meets in 11
locations around the state. They meet in St.
Cloud once a month but this is the first time

they will meet at SCSU.

'The judges who scr'Ve on the Court of
Appeals arc looking forward to hearing cases

in a setting that will make· it easy foiuniversity and high .school students to

observe how the intermediate appellate court
operates." said Chief Judge Edward
Toussaint.
As with all court hearings; the Co4rt of
Appeals oral arguments.are open to the public
and media. Invitations have been extended to
high school mock trial teams and law-related
university and high school teachers.
Six high school teachers arc planning to
bring students to the session ..Three schools
from St. Cloud will participate. The schools
planning to auend include mostly high schopl
students from Steams County: however.
class of IO sixth-graders from St. Cloud
Christian School will also attend the hearing.
"Citizens should understand that judges
are interested in increasing dialogue between
the judiciary and the publiC so that we
continue to' stay in to4ch with community
issues and address them ifl relevant ways that .

a

better support {he ;dministration o f justice.··
said Judge -Vicki Landwehr of St. Cloud. who
is the assistant chief judge of the Seventh
Judicial District.
Twenty-two judges serve the 10 counties
of the . Seventh Judicial District in central
Minnesota from St. Cloud to Moorhead.
During the breaks, the panel will answer
qllestions about the Court of Appeals and the
state court system but not about the cases
before them.
The AtwOOO Little Theatre has a seating
capacity of nearly 175 people. The threejudge panel will allow five minutes between
cases so the public can come in and oul at
those times to allow more people to sec the
process.
"People can come and go only during the
breaks." said Everett Flynn, an administrative
assistant for 1hc state Court Information

Officer in St. Paul. 'Typically at our facility
we allow people tO enter or leave while a
lawyer is approaching or leaving.the podium
in addition to the hreaks. hut that
probably wouldn't be feasible in this forum."
Flynn added
people should be
considerate of others and only stay for one or
two cases so others can see the hearing
process.
There are several q_thcr groups of_people .
planning to altend the hearing so students are
cautioned to appear well if! advance of the
hearing they wish to sec. Flynn said nearly all
the se:iting had been reserved by criminal
justice professors and high school teachers,
but there will be some seating available to the
general public.
Information about the cases will be
available Monday in the Dc'partment of Mass
Communka1ions office.

Career services posts job listings on the Internet
JobPost offers on-line
bulletin, helps students
find job opportunities
by Amy Keiser
STAFF WRITER

A new service has recently been
introQuced to SCSU that could help students
with the one task that everyone will face:
finding a job. This can be made easier' with
the development of the new on-line job
posting service.
JobPost will allow Minnesota companies
to reach tens of thousands of potential

employees by sending their job listings to-one
e-mail address at no cost.
Andrew Ditlevson, associate director of
Career Services cOOrdinatcd the new service
and implemented it as part of the university's
job , search program two weeks ago. He
dcv.elopcd the service after speaking to an
employer about ways in which technology
can be used to spread the word about
available employment opportunitie·s.
Prior to the development of this service, if
an employer wanted to post available job
openings they Would have to mail or fax their
listing to each career centir throughout the
various Minnesota state universities,
Ditlcvson ' said. ' Now, with this innovative
service, cinploycrs simply e-mail the
infonnation to the JobPost address. These

listings will then be automa"tically distributed
to all of_ the participating colleges and
universities throughout the state. The staff at
each of these schools will then post the
listings to their students and alumni.
'This service allows more opJX)rtunities
for students,"' he said. "By offering employers
a chance to send out their job listings to all
different campuses, more employers will

:~~:/o

interested in an internship position should go
to the Career Service cen{cr to look ilt their
internship listings.
· "JobPosl is just another tool," Ditlevson
said. "It's just one way to help students lind
employment opportunities. It's quick. lt"s
efficient. And it's free."
Students can utilize JobPost by accessing
the Career Services on-line job bulletin at

utilize this system because it's

ww;i::~~:~slar~~~~::~~~:rsa~·tcnding the

Before the development of this service,
students who registered through Career
Services teamed of job openings by receiving
a printed version of job listings that were
mailed to them which was circulated about
every two weeks, Ditlcvson said.
"We haven't started promoting it !the

Career Service!i orientation sciminars if
students are within one year of graduation.
This seminar provides infonTlation about the
various resources available to students to help
them with their job search activities. It also
provides explanations about becoming
registered with Career Services. Seminars arc

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =, serv~];;f:~;;~s Human Resources

:;J~c:iy

Association, the largest in the state,
will be promoting this new service to
JX)tential employers by advertising it
in their December newsletter which
will be distributed to its 2,000
members.
JobPost is designed to promo1c
primarily full-lime employment
opportunities. Currently,. there are no
in1cmship positions available on
JobPost; however. that is expected to_
change winter quarter.
.,,
Ditlevson suggests that students

;~~~I i~~~:~•on:ucsday

a nd

Ditlevson also suggests to pre~rcgistcr for
the "Joh searching on the lntemef "
workshop. He reminds students that there are
over one million johs listed on the intcmcl
and knowing how to access them would he
hcnclicial.
He also advises students to utilize the
Career Services home-page. The page gives
students job listings from lhe Minneapolis
Star Tribune as well as the St. Paul Pioneer
Press. Accessing this information from the
computer is cheaper because ii saves students
the cost of buying both papers.

College Assistance Now...

...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
lf}llti"reklokingfor hdppaying for rnllege expenscs,consider thebenefitsofjoiningthe

~1innesota Anny National Guard. For just a few dars a month and a few WL'€ks a year, )"llU can earn
uptoS27.0C() in col\cgeassistance.
·
That's not aU.YOUll receiYe training in one of 300 different job skills th.it )UU can use in a ci\1lian
career after you graduate. Make the decision that pay;; off today and tomorrow. CALL NOW:

320-255-2908
or
320-255-4236
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Depression drugs
offer hope, relief
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depression. There are two mai n types of
antidepressants, uicyclics and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, or SSRls. There is a third category
Darsen Campbell
available called MAOis, or monoamine oxidase
inhibitors. This type is more restrictive because the user
AND
must avoid certain over-the-counter drugs and remain
Erin Wood
on a special diet in order to avoid serious reactions and
side effects.
Depression is an illness that is prev3.ient nationwide.
The type of'drug a physician prescribes for a patient
According to the National lnSlitute of Mental Health, depends on a number of fac1ors. The patient's age,
more than 17 million Americans develop a depressive medical ·conditions, the drug's potential side effects and
disorder each year. St Ck>ud is no exception.
how the pa1ient has responded to other an1idepressants
"Last year I treated 182 students for depression," are some considerations.
said Dr. John Hann, medical director for SCSU Health
SSRis and Tricyclics produce side effects such as
Services.
headaches, sexual dysfunction, weight gain,
According to the NIMH, a depressive disorder is a sleeplessness, restlessness and nausea. Other side
whole-body illness, involving one's body, mood and effoc1s, reported by the N!ltional Institute of Health, are
thoughts. Feeling downhearted or low is part of dry mouth, constipation, bladder problems, blurred
everyone's life. Typically these feelings subside after a vision and dizziness.
few days. Talking with a friend, enjoying some
One of the most popu lar and publicized
personal time or eliminating
antidepressants is Prozac. 'Though
certain stressors in one's life
very effective for many, there is one
may help aJleviate temporary
drawback. Ooc pill must be taken
disconcerting feelings.
each day to be effec1ive, and each
A depressive disorder is
pill costs two dollars. This high cost
very different from a passing
may restrict some from obtaining
Involvement in an
proper treatment.
Antidepressants work by
individual's normal
affecting the individual's off; :0
activities
is
important
1
balance brain chemistry, which
suffering from a depressive
causes problems in the person's
Dr. John Hann
illness seek help. The most
moods. The Beuer Health &
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
serious cases of clinical
Medical Network states that
OF HEALlH SERVICES
depression can lead to
antidepressants are not habit
suicide.
fanning, so individuals need not be
•·suicide is the main
concerned about physical addiction.
cause for hospitalization relating to depression," Hann
"Antidepressants are the most effective drug out,
said.
more so than amibiotics," Hann said.
There are different fonns Or depressive disorders
In addition to medication treatment for depression,
and variations in severity, symptoms and persistence there are other things one can do to help alleviale
with each fonn. Symptoms that interfere with an symptoms. First, an indi vidual cannot expect too much
individual's ability to work, eal, sleep and enjoy once from any fonn of treatment 100 soon. The NIH stales
pleasurable activities are related to major depression.
that a body needs time to adjust 10 a new medication
Major depressive episodes can repeatedly occur and 1herapy sessions need to occur repeatedly for
throughou1 a lifetime. Major depression occurs through improvement.
generations in some families. '[his does nol exclude
The NIH also recommends individuals avoid a great
individuals with no family history of depression from deal of responsibility and setting difficult goals.
experiencing this illness. Whether the illness is Keeping active is also recommended. Mild exercise
inherited or not, major depression is associated with a and social events are suggested activities.
chemical imbalance in the brain.
"Involvement in an indi vidual's nonnal activities is
Dysthymia is considered a less severe type of important," Hann said.
depressian. Those wit_h dysthymia struggl~ _with
lltere are many places one can go to seek help.
chronic symptoms that do 001 disable, but prohibit the Heallh Services and the Counseling Center are two
individual from perfonning at full poiential.
campus options. There are also many medical centers
The third illness is clas.sified as a bipolar disorder, throughout the community, but the cost of some
previously known as manic-depressive illness. This services may be restrictive.
disorder entails emotional periods ranging from severe
Depression is a serious illness with serious
depression to elation which can cycle through a
~~~:~~;:·lh~~;ii~~fo~
lifetime.
Antidepressants are often used to help treat an individual's life.

by Angie Bergen

He explained some things that are the fear that come's out of
the national government has begun ignorance, a p,athological need to
to do to baule hate crimf!S. These look down on others due to low
efforts include education about self regard, and due to a person's
hate crimes and the establishment own brutalization.
of~ National Hate Crime Network.
Kuehl said because the
Clinton explained that many president has stepped forward 10
hate crimes go unreported. He said, speak On hate crimey as an
"lf acrimegoesunreporteditgives imponanl issue, others will realize
us a chance to ignore iL"
it is an important issue. She said
Clinton also described a Hate that everyone in th~ government
Crimes Resource Guide from the needs to realize the power of
Justice Dep~ment. He ~d the coalition.
Guide will be sent to all schools
Baron said the arts have been a
and will have a web site.
wonderful vehicle for the
After Clinton spoke he expression· of diversity issues and
introduced Janet Reno, US artists should be encouraged to
Attorney General, to intro.face express themselves on ,these issues.
members of a panel discussion.
De Los Re1es expressed
The panelists were Peier Baron, concern about groups of students at
principal of Mamaraneck Avenue his school only hanging around
Elementary School; Hon. Sheila with students from their own race
Kuehl from the California group. He said he has no idea how
Assembly; Rev. Samuel Billy to get students to integrate on their
Kyles from Memphis, Tenn., the own.
Ecumenical Ministries Task Force,
Clinton said there is a need fo r
and a veteran civi l rights activis1; an organization at schools to
Tammie
encourage
Schmitzer,
~
students
to
jewish woman ==11011110J== integrate.
from
Bi llings,
"People need
Mont.
who
systematic
fought
antiopportunities to
I
semitism in her
integrate," he
community and
said.
was the subject of
Woods said
a TV movie about
to Clinton, "You
her
strugg le;
and all your
Arturo Venegas,
people need 10
Sacramento
Janet Reno
look
towards
Chief of Police;
U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL
Raymond De Los
Reyes, a Filipino
Venegas said
student in his
American
sophomore year al Franklin High leadership needs to be united on
School in Seattle; and Grant zero tolerance.
Woods, attorney General of
" In all of this I agree the first
Arizona, responsible for the line of defense is educaiior.:· Reno
toughest anti-hate crime bill in the said.
country.
Venegas said -part1;cr:ships
Each one of the panel members works best. "Don'1 be afiaki as a
described experiences and ideals community 10 speak ouL··
about hate crimes and how they
Miles Heckendorn, SCSU
should be handled. The panelists director of Universitv Public
have all done things to enhance Safety viewed the lelCConference
diversity or battle hate crimes, on Monday in the Education
including instituting diversity Building. He said he gained a lot of
education and protecting against infonnation and incite from the
gender and sexual preference based teleconference.
hate crimes.
Heck:endom said, "Diversity
Rev. Ky les was with Rev. and awareness concerns are the
Martin Lu1her King Jr. during his soul and foundation of our
last hours before death in 1968.
community."
Clin1on asked the panel what
The teleconference was taped
the national government can do and Heckendom said he plans
to use segments of the
a~:i~~~en crime:~plained
the teleconference as part of training
three reasons he has noticed exercises tor '-!PS officers.
that hate crimes occur. He said they

In all of this
• agree the first
line of defense is
education.
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parents , in Naples, Fla. While there, he

noticed the community working on a project
to prepare the city and surrounding county of
Collier County for its projected growth. Also,
are such an important part of this project.
it was there that he met Gianni Long"o.
"If the library is truly going to' be a
.Longo, the PresiOent of Urban Initiatives,
community facility as they have talkCd about, has done numerous projects like this one, and
it's impol1ant to be ableJo get to and from the is most notably known for turning around the
library," Vincent said. "If they can't park economy and growth of Challaoooga, Tenn.
they're not going to go !~re. Also_,' we're Landy asked Longo if he would head their ·
concerned with once the children (from local project and Longo accepted.
high schools) go off to college, do they come
When asked whY he chose to _ask Longo to
back here to live after they graduate?"
lea_d the team, Landy responded, "His
The idea for the project came together two expertise. If you were going to have brain
years ago when Board of Directors cos .surg.ery would you go to a podiatrist'!
president Mike Landy was vi~\ting his- Through his expertise and his being here,
Vincent used the building of the new

library and what local high school kids do
after college-as two examples.of why students

Gangs
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positive results'will occur."
than Chattanooga was," said Landy, who is
Vin~ent also had good things to say atxJul president of Landy Beef International as well
aS the St Cloud Planning CoQ1mission. 'The
Lorigo.
"'.. He came highly recommended by many," quality of life overall is prelly good. I don't
Vincellt said. '. 'He's very talented in bringing see the area faltering at all. With this, we're
people together. Plus, he has a phenomenal reaching out to the {X)tential that it can be.
memory. It's amazing "'the things he That's directly related to what the citizens
remembers."
want."
_ f.i,. -project of this extent· has never been
Vincent also thought the St. Cloud area
· attempted in Central Minneso!a before. ORR was currently alrigpt but thought it wai at a
plans to build on the work of a previous St. ·crossroad to start a movement like this one.
Cloud area planning effort, "Community
"We're at a critical point in our growth,"
2000." Does the formation ofa group like this she said. "Anyone can see t.he T~n Cities
mean that St. Cloud is in economic trouble crcCping North and West. If we don't prepitre
_and outgrowin_g,ilS maximum capacity?
soon, someone is going to do it for us,"such as
"St. .~l_oud is.relatively healthy, way more the state. We as citizens need IO have a say."

_

"We arc recruiting these students because I feel they
are the most dynamic and caring people when it comes
to working with kids,"said Figueroa-Britapaja.
Serrano is an ex-gang member who grew up in
Brookyln, New York. He was in a gang from the time he
was 14 to 17 years 9ld. Al: 17 his parenlS moved to
Puerto Rico and with the -change of environment came a
change in attitude
Iri reference to the St. Cloud problem, Boyd Pudom,
a professor of education, said he .wants students to see
they are part of the larger community.
'This is everyone's problem," said Pudom. "A
problem that touches every community."
Figueroa~Britapaja is here speaking not just for
education majors, but for the community. Serrario said
he put up flyers and talked to schools and the police
department about this issue.
Being an ex-gang member Serrano said he sees St.
Clolid's gang problem a'> "wan'abces" and feels the
problem is being handled incorrectly. ·
He said he has seen a group of "wanabees" beating
up on a kid and when the police arrived they started
yellirig at this group of skaters because they looked
different. Instead iL was the "wanabees" who were
causing lhe fight.

"You can't judge a book by its cover," Serr:lno said.
He $aid he feels that besides using punishments like
the curfew started this summer. St Cloud should look
more into_using a more preventive approach. Some
alternatives arc ha\ling more community involv.ement
such as fosiering clubs for boys and girls.
He also said the city can- develop a park, but there
needs to be guidance, structure and mentoring in order
for the park to be successful. People want to build a park
to give •kids a place to go, but without supervision the
park won't be used the way people want.
Figueria-Britapaja is the first of three speakers who
will be speaking at SCSU sponsored by the Institute of
Critical Pedagogy and Children's Rights. The institute is
a forum developed two years ago to inform people how
to live together. Pudom said other speakers will be
focusing on issues of oppression and social justice.
Another item the institute is working on is conducting
monthly seminars for students.
The presentations a_re open to the puhlic and the
issues presented will be discussed from a cultural
siudies _perspective. The institute wants to present
speakers who will address issues on critical pedagogy,
children's rights and how youth are represented in the
media and popular film.
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Stressed out
about finals?
Relieve your stresS with a
BODY MASSAGE by
1, 1
1
experienced massage
i'II
therapist Stephani Waldron
_
al Hair & Body Works, ·
Receive $5 off either 30 ·
, minute_massage regularly $30
or a hour massage regularly $45 ,
. with your SCSU student
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Anger and gangs
hurt St. Cloud .
. Tonight a speaker from New Jersey will be sharing
his expenences with gangs and what alternatives
· there are available in dealillg with these·situations.
Many people may wonder why do they have to
think about gangs. Others may give the reason they
don't live in the inner-city so why do they need to
worry about gangs.
Instead, people on this campus and its surrounding
community_need to understand that gangs are
affectmg them.
Maybe not directly yet, but the time will come.
· There is a lot of anger in our society. This has
become even more apparent on this campus after
what has happened in the last few weeks.
People need to feel they belong. This can be
amongst family, frien\ls and even gangs. Teenagers
who don't °feel they belong search for ways to fill that
void and that's how they end up in gangs.
There is nothing funny about gangs. Kids walking
around with guns is nothing to joke about. Young
hves bemg taken away because someone is angry and
feels the need for revenge is not right.
People joke about gangsta rap. They say these are
people with baggy clothes who can't get past their
issues. Maybe we all need to take another look at
what they are saying, because soon we may be in
their situation, living in a world where tomorrow

·may never come.
In St. Cloud we are just starting to feel the touch
of gangs and violence. A teenager was shot this
summer on a Saturday night when most people are
out _having fun. This was supposedly a gang-related
incident.
Evenif this wasn't a gang related incident it shows
us that this is something our society will have to deal
with in the near future.
·
The city of St. Cloud is in the process of dealing
with gang issues. Even in sheltered "Minnesota nice"
we need to recognize that people are not dealing with
anger and to be careful when dealing with others.
You never know who's going to be the next victim
of gang violence.
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Rusty: More than a car
Anybody know where
the power-steering fluid
goes in a I 986 Buick
Regal Limited?
I sure don't, but I really
would like to find
out. I've been
driving without
the bastardly fluid
for about three
weeks. It is so
bad I once
considered
walking to work
at the St. Cloud Iimes in
below-freezing ·
temperatures instead of
driving that beast.
It hurts me deeply to
even think I would ever
talk badly about that car,
let alone reveal something
so terrible. .
I think back to the
history of this car which
misguidedly became
known as "Rusty" and I
gleam from earlobe to
earlobe and instantly
revisit scenes from my
high school days and l)ly
first two years at college.
Those were good times.
My mom and I got the
car to share when my
parents realized I was
finally going to get a
driver's license after my
fourth permit try and my
second attempt at a
license.
I remember it so vividly
- I got to drive it first,
before either of my parents
or my 12-year-old sister!

-··

The deal was I got to
lusciously soft velvet seats
drive it to wherever we
and the incredibly smooth
stopped to eat on the way
and satisfying ride Rusty
home and my mom got to
provided.
During one college
drive it the rest of the way.
camping trip Rusty went
We stopped at a
from merely popular to a
restaurant/bar and
our family ate. My living legend overnight.
A sleeping bag flew out
parents each had an
adult beverage with of the back seat of the truck
in front of us not more than
their meal. One
drink - and did I
a mile down the road and
ever use that in iny got caught around the front
axle. It took about two
favor.
They were intoxicated I hours to cut it off - feather
said, and I truly believed it. by brand-name feather.
That night, after a lot of
But, I would have said
scary ghost
anything to
stories and a
continue
few adult
driving
bevees,
Rusty the
everyone
rest of the
Now people call picked their
wayhomespot under
1 realized
me and they
the stars to
then that
want to know sleep.
Rusty was
no normal
how Rusty is Suddenly, it
began to rain
car. .
He got his_ before they ask and people
name from a how I am doing. begged,
sticker on
scratched
the window
and pleaded
that said "Rusty Jones Car to get inside poor Rusty. I
Saver System," -(One of
slept in the trunk. The next
morning some said his soft
my
interior provided their best
un-original high school .
buddies dreamed this up).
sleep in years.
Now people call me and
But when Rusty got to
they want to know how
college, that is when he
, Rusty is before they ask
first got his real
how I'm doing.
personality.
Well, to answer your
He wasn't a big partier
stupid question, he's thirsty
or a womanizer, but very
popular among my friends. for some power-steering
People enjoyed the
fluid.
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Land of the free,
home of the bigotunfortunately .
Is there anything qi.Iite as sickening or disgusting as
a racist? I hate what has been going on ai-ound this
campus lately, as I hope all of you do.
I feel, though, that I may be pre<lching to the choir;
I mean, how many low-life, racisHhlsh, shallow-endof-the-gene-pool jerks are going to
HITHER &
be reading a newspaper? The sort
_ YON
of people who carve swastikas
into cars, write racist things on
people's doors, or make anonymous
Qarassing phone calls just do not
strike me as newspaper-reading
. types.
You readers are hopefully as
committed to equality in the world
today as I am. But, these "people"
who barely deserve recognition as
NATHAN A.
being human are not just harming
students.
AHLBORN
All of us are going to suffer for
these actions. Think I am exaggerating or kidding?
How many people thought IO years later the "riot"
footage would still be getting air time on the nightly
news? Or that SCSU's "party-school" rep would be·so
harmful to our image (at least from administration's
point of view)? Not that this is the main reason we
should be concerned, but if this keeps uo. how much is
your SCSU degree going to be worth?
A week ago I was talking with some intematiof!al
students about the KKK and the Skinheads. These
students were surprised that there was such a strong
presence of them not only in America, but right
here in good old White Cloud,.er, I mean St. Cloud. I
felt ashamed to have to admit that there are many,
many more bigots in America than just those people.
What the hell difference is there between you and
anyone else? Close your eyes, and we aU become
fundamentally the same; we all bleed the same color,
we all laugh and cry the same way, make love the
-Same way, pray the same- we might pray to different
ideologies, but it comes out the same way.
So maybe my skin and yours are different, and my
hair is long-and thin instead of short and curly or th!ck
and wavy, but why does that matter? Why does it still
have to matter today, in this supposedly "enlightened"
world?
Perhaps I am being too naive; maybe the world and •
· the people in it are just too com.ipt, sinful, misguided
(whatever one wishes to call it) to ever change. I hate
the thought of that, though.
One more thing I have noticed about all these
incidents lately- they have happened when ,no one is
around for the most part. What does this say about the
person(s) doing these things? Mighty brave, aren't
they? It takes so much courage and conviction in
oneself to sneak up to a car or door when no one is
around and deface it with racist slogans. If you feel
that way, why are you so scared to admit it to people?
Afraid you might be shown to be as shallow as you
apparently are? Where I come from that is called
being a coward.
'
I know I am but one person, but I will do all I can to
stop this nonsense, this garbage. You can as well.
Get and wear the button from your dean's office, keep
an eye out f9r people doing stupid things AND report
them, and most important, educate yourself about how
all we different peoples of this world are really just
variations on a theme. A great theme called humanity.

@

Disgrace at the National Hockey Center
I'm a huge Husky Hockey fan. I have been
since I" was a student at St. Cloud State and the
Huskies were just getting started in the WCHA.
I remember sitting in the dog pound with
about three other people during one pre-season
game against Regina not too many years back.
Huskymania hadn't caught on yet and students
still had to pay to get into games.
I've been totally impressed by the huge
number of fans who have been attending the
gre·at games that have been played at the National
Hockey Center already this year and the real
season is just getting under way.
There is something else that has grown by
leaps and bounds over the past few years while
I've lived too far away from the area to go to
games regulaily: profanity among students.
They haven't only ruined several good rousers
with this stupid, offensive language, they've also
riddled the school song-"University Hymn"-with
the F word.
This is horridly offending, embarassing and
sad. I couldn't believe my ears a couple Weeks
ago when I brought my young niece and nephew
to see the Huskies.
Things like "Whose he? He sucks sh--" and
"--ck the Irish" could be heard regularly. I ·had to
cover the discourtesy of the idiots by telling her
they were really saying things like "Whose he?
He's the pits"' and "Puck the Irish."
Unfortunately, she didn't believe me for a
second.

Now I know the people in charge of providing
~ quality.experience for people from all over
central Minnesota, who have spent their hardearned money to see a good hockey team hit the
ice, are aware of this prob)em.
I know because, as 'my wife and I were sitting
and listening to the endless profanity with our ,
niece and nephew, Morris Kurtz was just a few
seats away. There must be some rule in the code
of conduct that would allow the athletic director
to require students to refrain from using offensive
language if they want to stay on school property.
I have directly quoted the offensive language
we were subjected to during our trip to the
National Hockey Center. So, unfortunately, the
University Chronicle will not print this letter the
way I have written it and subject its readers, the
students of SCSU, to exactly the same
inconsiderate, offensive and embarrassing
language we were subjected to.
It seems a tittle unfair to me.
If this type of language can't be used in the
university paper, which should be the epitome of
free s~ech on cam_pus, why is it tolerated at the
National Hockey Center? That's one place where
SCSU has a great opportunity to show people,
who again, come from all over central Minnesota
to see the Huskies pl_ay-hoW great the college is.
Inexcusable.
Daniel E. Nienaber
Alumnus

,Letters must inc~ude:

Name
Yeiv;in Sc:/!pgl (if applicable!
Major (if applitpble)

signature
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True Blue_
bluegrass ·quartet
" ... tightly-Woven hannonies ...
driving instrumentation ..
Matt Thompson is one
of the region's premiei;
mandolinists."

Saturday, November 15,
8-11 p.m.
$4.00 r.:ovcr indudcs a free drink.

The Java Joint
710 W. Saint
Germain,
Downtown St. Cloud
(320) 566-5990

Viva H.capulco and Mazatlan Mexico
Last month Acapulco was unfortunately hii b)' hurricane l?aulinc which has
created a lot of confusion for Spring Ercak travelers. ln light of information
that was initially unfavorable to the city of Acapulco, it is now obvious thaJ: the
damage was minimal and Acapulco will remain a top destination for .5pring
Break rravcl. Rt (pllcgc Tours we ·offer Mazatlan, also a top destination, from
the Mpls. area and our friends over ~t Bianchi-Rossi Tours offer Acapulco.
A.lthough we arc competitors, ~ollcgc Tours feds it necessary to inform
students accurately about the city of Acapulco on behalf of all tourism to the
country of Mexico. for more information on Acapulco call Bianchi-Rossi Tours

••. i"> to have changed often."
- John Henry Ne:wmdn

I

at 1-Soo-875-4525 and for more information on Mazatlan call c;.,llcgc Tours at
i-Soo-395-4896.

CATttOLICCAMPUSMINISTRV

MASS: SATURDAY : 5:30 P.M .

Unzve:RSzry VzLlage Townbomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and :1','1etro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU.
Features Include:

i Em13efs®

L

Since 1956

~

co

.

RI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable each Bedroom
Ceiling fans in bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Mic1:"owave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/ Quiet Atmosphere

Fo1t A3ul.T Housing aT ITS BesT -- CaU 252-2633
Student LD. required. Coupon needed.

L----- Valid Nov.

16-19, 10 p.m.-3 a.m.

------1

L!e,===========================~
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Huskies
ready.f or
showdown
with Tigers
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Shane Opat7/Photo EDrroR

SCSU senior linebackers (left to right) John DesRoches, Jim Louis and Jeremy Sinz have been a main stay of the Husky
defense the past three years. The trio will play the final game of their careers this Saturday afternoon at Selke Field.

linebackers set for finale
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

After 738 combined tackles,
SCSU senior linebaekers Jeremy

Sinz, John DcsRochcs and Jim
Louis will have one last game to
do what they have been doing
for the past four seasons -

creating headaches for opix,sing
players.

The Husky football squad (44 North Central Conference, 5-5
overall) will play its final game
of the season Saturday at Selke

Field and that means it will be
the last time fans of SCSU will
get

see

the

linebacking trio in action.
Sinz, who · has led

a chance

to

the

defensiv.e unit in tackles the past
two seasons, said it's hanl to

believe their playing careers at
· SCSU are coming to an end.

"Like the old saying goes,
time flies when you are having
fun," ,Sinz said. 'The p.ast four
yeai;s have definitely flown by
and just the other day we were
talking about how we can't
:~re ii is coming to an

Earlier this season, Sinz was
the recipient of the 1997 Burger
King Football scholarship award,
which awards scholarships to his
$(:hoot in the amount of $10,000.
"Jeremy brings a lot of
inspiration ro the field," Louis
said.
''He is really inspirational,"
DcsRoches said. "He always
plays with a lot of emotion."
DesRoches has had to
overcome the most adversity of
the three linebackers after
suffering a season ending injury
his junior season'.
Prior
to
his
injury,
DesRoches' 94 tackles his
sophomore season earned him a
berth on the All-NCC second
team.
DesRoches said the injury
was a setback, but he is pleased
with the way things have turned
out.
"I think I am back to the
same playing fonn I was before
the
injury," DcsRoches
said.
SCSU Head Coach Noel
Martin said he was impressed
with the way DesRoches has

come through following his
injury.
"He had a serious knee injury
and it is not easy to come
back from those kind of
injuries," Martin said. "He
was an all-conference player
prior to his injury and this year
he has really bounced back to his
old form."
DesRoches leads the team in
tackles this sc::.son with 91, two
more than Louis' 89. .
Martin said Louis is the heart
and sole of the entire defense.
"He runs the defensive
middles," Martin said. "He is
almost like a coach out there
because he makes a lot of the
calls on defense."
Louis said the nature of being
a leader on the field just comes
natural and is something he
hopes rubs off on the players that
will ,be filling their shoes in the
commg years.
"I hope the other younger
guys have learned a lot of the
responsibilities
of
taking
leadership," Louis said. "I also
hope they understand their own
capabilities."

While Louis is not shy of
admitting his leadership on the
field, DesRoches admits Louis
has been the heart and soul of the
defense. ·
"He
has
great
vocal
le~dership out there," Dc~R~hcs
said. "He really 1s the
quarterback of the defense."
While the linebacking trio has
had enjoyed plenly of success
throughout their careers, Sinz
said their is still one thing they
leave regretting.
''I'l l remember the good times
as much as I can," Sinz said.
"But, one thing I leave regretting
is we never won a conference
championship."
The Huskies will take on the
University of Nebraska-Omaha
Saturday at noon at Selke
Field.
Louis said the final game is
something
that
will
be
remembered forever.
'Tm going to miss the actual
playing
of games
every
Saturday," Louis said. "Also, not
being able to be with your friends
and hanging out with so many
great guys."

Even though the SCSU hockey team is
fresh off a sweep, the task of sweeping
second ranked Col~rado College will not be
an easy one.
The Tigers have not been swept in 65
consccutiVe series, dating back to the 199394 season.
· The fact that the Huskies (3-1-0 Western
Collegiate _Hockey Association, 4-3-1
overall) swept Michigan Technological
University on the mad last weekend, was
huge for the teams confidence early in the
season said SCSU senior goaltender Brian

Leitza.
'That was a big weekend for us," Leitza
said. "Winning both games on the mad is
big. because it lets the young guys on the
:~:.~how we arc capable of winning on the
Leitza started and won both games
against MTV, and sophomore forward Mike
Rucinski said if it were not for their senior
netminder, the Huskies would not have
swept.
"Leitza was a stud," Rucinski saiO.
"Without him, we would not have had two
wins."
Currently, Leitza ranks second in the
WCHA with a goals against average of2.00
and first in overall games at_2.22. Lcitza
brings a 4-1-1 overall and 3-0-0 conference
record into this weekend's showdown with
the Tigers.
Leitza said the Huskies Will have to do
some extra preparation for the second ranked
team in the nation.
"You have to treat a team like them
differently," Leitza said. "CC has better,
skilled players. So we have to play even
better defensively."
One of the players the Huskies will have
to kcyj>n is Tiger forward Brian Swanson.
SwanSOn led the, ~gers in scoring the p~t
two seasons and this year he leads them with
nine points (4 goals, 5 assists).
"Swanny is a hell of a player," Rucinski
said. 'They have a number of key players,
but we have to be extra cautious when
(Swanson) is on the ice."·

Go TO SHOWDOWN, PAGE 12 •

Spikers hoping to end season with a bang
by ·ryson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The Husky volleyball team (8-23 overall,

3-13 NCC) is hoping to close the season on a
good note as they go on the road and face two
conference matches this weekend.
On Friday, Nov. 14 SCSU will play al
Augustana College (26-6, 13-3) at 7 p.m. .
Then on Saturday. Nov. 15 the Huskies are
at South Dakota State (23-8, 11-5) at
6 p.m.
"We want to go out and play hard, " said
SCSU Head Coach Dianne Glowatzke.

"Hopefully we can win both matches."
The Huskies and Augustana lifetime series
is tied at 15-15 over 15 years, but the Vikings
won a three game. ITlatch ag,ainst SCSU in
their previous meeting.
·
The Huskies hold a 31-9 advantage over
South Dakota State, but SDSU won a close
five game match over SCSU.
'The teams that we ire playing this
weekend have quicker offenses, so we're
going to have to work on passing," said senior
outside hitter Juicy Viger. "Hopefully_we can
shut down their offenses- and get some
blocking dqne."

Viger and back row players Yoko
Nawataya and Sarah Strohschein will be
playing their la~t games this weekend.
Vigcr's current kill mark of 360 ranks her
14th on the season chart. Nawataya played
two seasons and has totaled 416 digs.
Strohschein will play her 10 I st match this
weekend, which ranks her 16th all-time.
"We saw definite improvement throughout
the season," mentioned Viger. "It wasn't all
bad, we played with a little inexperience, hut
I think the young players definitely had
valuable experience."
Viger and Glowatzke agreed that there are

many talented· players on the team and thOS!!
that have played consistently throughout the

season.
Of those are first-year back row player
Stephanie Fink and junior middle hitter
Shelly Gcycn.
"Stephanie has played very good
and shows intensity when she plays,"
comments Viger. ''She is vocal and has
shown heart when she's on the
floor."

Go TO SPIKERS, PAGE 12 •
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Basketball coach finally_gets his chance
.by Riley Wqrth

treated by Coach Rayinond made
me feel good about being a coach
in his program."
·
A look at the SCSU men's
Schlagel always had the title
basketbaJI roster reveal; IO of the of assistant in front of his name
14 names are those of people on but he had become more of a cothe team last year1 Not a huge coach with Raymond Raymond
change.
running the offense and Schlagel _
The coaches - that's a running t!te defense. Because
different story.
Schlagel's staff is all new he. says
After 13yearsat SCSU,Butch splitting the duty with new
Raymond has moved up, and on assistant coach Matt Reimer is
to a IX)Sition of greater power. He not feasible at th!s point.
·
accepted the athletic director post
"Right now since we have a
at Southwest State University in new staff I have to be the person
Marshall, Minn. Also gone is in charge and I have to delegate
fonner assistant coach Brad (responsibility)," Schlagel said.
Isbemer, who had been with the "Butch and I were together 13
program for I I years.
years and it got to the point where
In for Raymond is Kevin I pretty much· knew what he was
Schlagel, 18 years an SCSU thinking and what was expected
men's assistant. Now he gets his ofme.
chance at the helm of the program
"He gave -me a lot of
he always wanted to coach.
responsibility over the years."
"When Butch first came here
.He added, "Eventually, ifwe
we sit down and Butch asked me can keep our same staff intact, we .
what my goals were. ! told him will get to that point."
my goals were to be.JI head
Reimer and senior- Nathan
college coach, and that I hoped Pelowski stres~ the importance
someday I could be the head of having Schlagel named interim
coach here at (SCSU). That was - head coach immediately, instead
one pf his goals also."
of opening a national search
What kept Schlagel here as an which would not have ended until
.assistant that long?
sometime during the summer.
"I had a couple chances to
"I think it was very important
leave to be a head coach at from a recruiting standpoint,"
different colleges," Schlagel said. Reimer said. "We were recruiting
"But because of the way I feel a couple kids that we were still
Kevin Schlagel will make his · Minnesota-Crookston
at about (SCSU) and the way my trying to get in and we were able
regular season, head coaching Halenbeck Hall. Schlagel had fami ly and I feel about living in to close the deals right afte~ they
debut Saturday night when the been an assistant for SCSU the St. Cloud we felt this was the best.-.-. named him the coach."
Huskies host University of past 18 years.
situation. Plus, the way that I was
Senior Nathan Pelowski said
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

SCSU ready to hit court Spikers
Huskies set for season opener against Morris
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

North Dakota St~te University and the
University of North Dakota may have dominated
the North Central Conference the past decade,
but SCSU women's basketbaJI Head Coach Lori
. Ulferts said her team has
arrived this season.
'
''The North. Dakota
schools are always tough,"
Ulferts said. "But Ol.lr team

right now we're all ready for the start of the
season."
The Huskies return junior point guard Katie
S!1e3- - an All-NCC selection last year.
Shea's 17 .9 ppg last season led the Huskies in
scoring and was the third highest scoring
average in the NCC.
Ulferts said Shea will be
'
instrumental in running the
"new look" offense, which
wi ll heavily rely on speed and
fast breaks.

====lllla===

~sn~ h~le ;fn~ de:;111=
realistically shoot for the
~:;~. (in the NCC) thls
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inj~;:r 1:St Y~:~0~: 1
Huskies were forced to
play a number of first-year
players which reflected in
the team's 8- 19 overall

Everybody is
really looking
good so far- in the_
practices and
scrinm,a,ges.
Lori Ulferts
HEAD WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
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most teams will key on Katie,
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0
~n
shoot."
Three players who saw
extensive playing time due to
injuries last year are

~1rerts said the team is
COACH
~~l~ mo~;:e~o~om:~
healthy' heading into this
Samantha Brandt.
Saturday's non-conference tilt with the
Watkins said she has seen
University of Minnesota-Morris.
,
a big difference in the younger players early
"Except one player, everyoody is heaJthy," on.
Ulferts said. "Everyoody is really looking good
"I have definitely seen a lot more confidence
so far in the practices and scrimmages."
in last year's freshmen aqd I think they will
One player who the Huskies are happy to really step up for us this year," Watkins said.
welcome back 1s red-shirt sophomore guard Ten
The Huskies have five new faces on this
Watkins.
year's squad and Ulferts said she is particularly
'The Huskies received a blow early last year • impressed with -forwards Tina Schreiner,
after Watkins suffered a season-ending injury, Christine Williamson and Sara Blade.
tearing her anterior cruciate ligament in ·the
The Huskies and UMM will tip-off al 6 p.m.
seventh game of the season.
Saturday night at Halenbeck Hall.
Watkins, who was averaging 11 .7 points per
"I really want the ·students to come out
game up to the injury said s~ is healthy and is because I really think we are going to have a
ready for thi~ season.
good year,'' Ulferts ~d. "It will ~ a tough
"I'm excited to get back,'' Watkins said. "To conference, but we wtll have to take 11 one game
sit out for a whole season is really tough and at a time."

Schlagel being named was
illlportant to .,his summer
vacation.
"You go into the summer not
knowing who your coach is, not
knowing what to expect, it leaves
a lot of questions that you don't
have answered," Pelowski said.
On hpving the word "interim"
in front of his title, Schlagel said
that is all it is to him - a word and
nothing more than a wonl
.
''I've been an assistant under
18 one-year coiltracts so it is
really no different, other than I
have more responsibility and
obviously the buck stops here."
Teams' first regular se3SOn
game this Saturday
-The men's basketball team
will entertain the University of
Minnesota-Crookston at 8 p.m.
this Saturday at HaJenbeck Hall.
,The projected starting line up wiir
be senior Sean Whitlock and
junior Enoch Dix at guards, Mark
Hein and Pelowski at forwards
and senior Jon Hinzman at center.
In all, the Huskies return eight
lettermen from last year's team.
After 13 years together their ·
styles will be fairly similar. Under
Schlagel, the team will be more
defensive oriented. Offensively,
the team will run. more motion
offense than Raymond, who liked
to run more patterned plays.
One noted difference may be
Schlagel's voice. He may not lose
it as often as the vocal Raymond.
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Glowatzke hopes that some of her
younger players, like Geyen, will step up
an<l accept the role of being a leader and a
model for the younger players on the team.
''Geyen has shown how versatile she
can be and we could play her where we
wanted to," said Giowat:ike. "Pellmann has
also proven that she can play the last
coupli; of weeks."

Glowatzke said -that some of the
highlights this year included the five.game
match to Northern Colorado and the
University of South Dakota match.
Even though the Huskies lost to UNC·
and were 1-1 against USO, Glowatzke
thought SCSU played the best they did
all season against these tough-ranked
teams.

Showdown

1
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Huskies look to spoil Tigers' series streak
'The Tigers also
and
Keith
return AII-WCHA
Anderson each
players Cal Elfring
registered their
on defense and
• first
collegiate
Toby Peterson at
goals
last
It's ear91, but it's nice , weekend and
forward.
One of the areas
Leitz.a said it was
·
to
be
in
first
place.
the Huskies will
nice
to
look to improve on
see.
Mike Rucinski
this weekend is
"Basically,
SCSU SOPHOMORE FORWARD
on the power play.
you look to your
The · Huskies
juniors
and
have only scored
seniors to lead
two power-play goals on 31 attempts this you," Leitza said. "But, you st.ill need your
season.
· freshmen players to contribute as much as
Rucinski said the power play is they can and when they do, it's just an
one area SCSU must improve added bonus."
on in order to have success this
Currently, Rucinski .ind junior forward
weekend.
George Awada are tied for the team lead in
"We are· getting the power play sel up scoring with five points.
fine, but we are just not clicking,"
The Huskies' six points heading into
Rucinski said. "WJ're not making real the weekend puts them in a three-way lie
great decisions and right now, we're with Minnesota and Wisconsin for fi rst
trying to ma'-e u. something out of place in the WCHA.
The Huskies will take on the Tigers in
nothing."
•
One area the Huskies have been getting a Saturday-Sunday series, with both
contributions so far is from its freshmen games scheduled to begin at 2:05 p.m.
"It's early,'' Rucinski _said. "But it's
players.
Fre5hmen forwards Brandon Sampair nice to be in first place."
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCC Focmw.L=

North DakolaState ....•.....0-3--0..

I996NCC %!Htttngs
Tc:am

NCC

l...l.'u.:ail

GA

I.AnnHultgren
2. Paula Lyson

8

NonhDakou..
.......... 9-1
Northern Colorado ...... 7-1 ........ 8-2
Nebraska-Omaha .......... 6-2 ...........8-2
North Dakola Staie ........6-2 ...............8-2
St. Cloud State .. ....... .4--4 ... ........ ... S-5
South Dakota.. .•
'. .... 3-5.. ........... 5-5

}. Wendy Hultgren
3. Erica Vacha
6. Lisa Carroll

Mankato State-• ........ .3-5....
August:ma. . 2--6...
South Dakou. SUte .... 2--6
Morningside .................. 0-8...

7. Amy Jo Johnson
7. Becky Olson
7. Bobby Rei~
7. Michelle McGeehan

..,,,,,_

. ... 1--6
- 4-6
~
.0-10

Ndxaska-Omaha at St. Cloud SL, noon
Augusiana at Mankato Si., 11 a.m
Morningside at Sou1h Dakola St., I p .m.
North Dakota St at South Dakota, 7 p.m.
North Dakota a1 Northern c.okxado, I p.m.

8.NicoleGret:n
9. Kari St=
10. Katie Brc:hm
10. Emily Opheim
11. Amanda Abler
11. BryndlBlaurt
11.Sarah\"¼:lken
12.PattyCmmer

NCCSocca====
1921 NCC Rendi!lgt
Team
NCC
Ove rall
Northern Colorado ........ }0--0 ..... 13-5·2
Mankato Stat,;,
..... 2-1 -0 ........6--9-1
St. CloudStatc:
1-2-0
6--11-l

2·

3. joon Schatzlein

2
I

1
3
3

2

0

2

0

1

0

1
0

0
2

f:D.
18
16
9

~

6--11-1

Overall

26--6
22-8
25-6
23-8
16--11

4. Tracy Ank,;,ny (UNO)
5. C. Ja-.-obson (NDSU)

l.&l:l.!
I. B. Tygert (UNO)
2.JulieNibart(SDSU)
3.J.Ruehke(NDSU)
4. Monica Harden (AC)
5.tll. Roethig(MSU)

231
216
216

3.98

3.72
354

"'""'""
m
713

12.29

661

12.1s
11.80

654
623

11.47
11.13

~
St. <;loud St. at Augustana , 7 p.m.
Mankato SI. at South Dakota St., 7 p.m
South Dakota at N,;,braska-Omaha , 7 p.m.
Morning.~ide at Northern Cok)l",ido, ti p.m.
North Dakota St. at Southwesi St .. 6 p.m

,.,,,,,,_

_G.M.

Sil

- 2.6:>

5

NCCVounuu.=

St. Cloud St. at South Dakota St.,
Morningside at N,;,lxaska-Omaha.
Mankato St. at Augustarut, 7 p.m.
So. Dakota at N6nh,;,rn Colorado,
North Dakoti St. at UM-Du luth. 6

.....,.

6 p.rn.
6 p.m.

- ....
8 p.rn.
p.m

~

St. doud St. at Colorado Colleg,;,, 2:05 p.m. Michigan T,;,ch at WISC005in,-7:05 p .m
UM-Duluth at North DakOla, 7:35 p.m
Minneso(a at Alaska Anchor:ig,;,, 7:05 p.m.
Denver at Nebra'lka-Omaha. 7:05 p.{.IL

-

St. doud Sl. at C:Olorado Col!eg,;,, 2,05 p.m
Denver at Nebraska-Omaha. 7:05 p.m

WQU. Srndo g l.eadta

t..hM:EB.

WCHA HOCKEY------,--1997 WCHA £tandinps

Husky C.oallrndlng J.Ql!k;G
I.JennikrRing

Team
NCC
Augustarut
13-3
Nebraska-Omaha. .
.."13-3
North Dakota State
14-4
So\Jth OakotaSUte....
11-5
Northern Colorado ..... lo.6.. .

Morningsidt: .................. 3-lJ ........ 10-21
St.doudStatc
... 3-13 ........... S.23
North [}.,kota
.. 2- 16 ..........' 10-23

1

L.h.u:EB.

•.. 3. Erin s~er (UNO)

1297 NCC Raudirws

.7-ll-O

Husky Ss:odng J,eadcrs
Overall

Team
WCHA (Ovttall}Pts
WOCOO.Sin ............. ...... 3-1-0(3-1-0)... 6
St. Cloud Sfate
3-1--0 (4-3-1) . .. 6
Minnesota ....
3-3-0 (H--0) .... 6
Colorado Coll~ ......2-1-1 (3-1-2).... 5
Nonh Dakaa . ...... ..... .2-1- 1 (2-1-1) ... 5
Dc:nver...
2-2--0(3-3--0) ..4
Minne<;OOI-Duluth....
2-2--0 (3-5--0).... 4
AlaskaAnchorage ......... l-3--0(1-0-1) .... 2
MichiganT~ h ... .......... 1-5-0(3-5-1). ... 2

~
Michigan Tec h at Wisconi;in. 7:05 p.m.
UM-Duluth at North Dakota. 7:35 p.m
Minneso1a at Alaska Anchorage, 7:05 p.m.

!:!~~!~~;,~t . i~ ::~~ ..,,,,,_

I. Andre Savage (MllJ)

~

A

4

JO

.en,.
14

2. BretM<:yt:rs(MTIJ)

7. 4

3.B\?"~1uelkr(M11J)
3. RikyN<::lson(MllJ)
3. Mat Snes,ud (~ITTJ)
6. Brian Sw.anson (CC) •
7. Darren Clark (CC)
7. J. Gudmun<OOn (CC)
7. Andy Sutton ·(~ITU)
7. Reggie Berg (UM)

6.

4

10

4

6

lO

10
5

10
9

3

8

5
5

8
8

5

WCHAf.oolttodiog l eaden
L.f.W:ES ,
~
..G.M.fil!!t:a
I. Brianldml(SCSU}4-1-1
2. Mike Valley (UW)
2-1--0
(ND) 2-0-0
4. ${,;,ve Wagner (DU) 2-3-0
5. Steve DeBlJS (UM) 4-4--0

3. Karl Goehring

222 .912
2.34
2.40
2.65
3.44

931
938
.898
896
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is seeking a Career &
Money editor!

AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL
The U.S. Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program offers a unique
opportunity for financial support to medical or osteopathy students. Financial
support includes a monthly stipened plus
tuition, books, and other course related
expenses.
For information.concerning eligibility, pay, service obligation and application
procedure, contact your local Army
Health Care Recruiter:

Apply at l3 Stewart Hall

255-2M9
Ryan Voz, Editor

PAM~

ADDRESS :
CITY:
ZIP:
DATE:

ARMY MEDICINE~
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com

- -- ---STATE:

St. Cloud Stace University
720 4th Ave. S.

13 Stewan Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

___
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~------- -

I

PHONE:
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FALL WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER
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He's on a mission so secre~ even he _doesn't know about it.

Prime Rib Deluxe Buffet
Friday, Nou. 21
Beginning l p.m.
13)' Nesc!"l'rtlio11 011{1'

Pirates Cov• Suppot Club
7355 River Road NE
Sauk Rapids. Minn.
(320) 252-8400

•Prime Rib AuJus.
•Tender Chicken
Breast
in white wine sauce
•Broiled Walleye
in lemon butter
•Santa Fe Tortellini ·
•Garlic Whipped
·Potatoes

•Steamed Vegetables
•Garlic Salad, Rolls

, an,d Butter

... $15.95

"Want To
Graduate Sooner?"
Bill MURRAY IS

the Man who Knew too little IWlil!i1IIS," '"!liHllll'lllll/l = ,.,IIIIJIH,., I IM!ll\11111Hlijl'jli 'lll ~IIIUHIITTlf 111\HW.IIY DJIDD
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OPENS NOVEMBER 14TH EVERYWHERE!
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I

Rasmussen College speci.::lizes in:

*

.*
*
*
*
*

Small Classes
Personalized Instruction
Career Focused Education
Laptop Computers for Stucjents
A Great Career in 18 months!
2 Year Degree and Diploma Courses

• Business Management • Health lnlormalion
• Court~
• Travel/Tourism
• Sales & Mari<eting
• Hospilaity
• Child Care
• Aa:oll1ling
• Office Administration (Executive, Legal, Medical)
DAY & EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE

St. Cloud Campus

251-5600

CALL TODAY!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~o~ez; Campl..U Ch.[edCa/1£ CentEJt.
located · [CC 122, <;:C<;:U

Con.l:.act Dehn.a Caitewn., 0Utec.toll ·

L - - - - ~ s.l2~ - - _ _...;. ;.:J

Thursday,

Students.study afloat in a boat
The Semester at Sea program allows students and professors to experience the world
by Shannon Gallagher,
JoHanna Nelson,
Sarah DeBuse
and Roberta Braun

of the program during fall of 1990.
Thomas O'Toole, a professor in
the anthropology and sociology
department at SCSU who taught on
the program, said classes are
conducted in the same way while at
scsu.
sea, but students are excused for
Students must enroll in 12 to 15 .special events like watching the
credits and have a cumulative dolphins swim off the south deck of
GPA of2.75. In order to participate, the ship.
·
one must also be currently enrolled
Students' class itinerary may be
in an undergraduate program at an altered due to social and political
conflicts in scheduled countries.
accrediled university or college.
The student body aboard ship is
For example, Ryn was learning
composed of 500 students from about oil
production
and
throughout the world.
connections with the Organization
''Core classes teach you specific of Petroleum Exporting Countries
economical and political problems in his corer;:lasses.
about the countries you -visit,"
, Also, a scheduled field
explained Steve Ryn, a participant experience to the Middle East was

Osikowicz explained
the
' experience· the students receive far
exceeds the debt they will create.
Semester at Sea students enroll
with the University of .Pittsburgh
and 1ranscripts are transferable to

Instead of walking across $CSU
campus to Stewart Hall, students
attending Semester at Sea wake 'up
·on ship to attend classes.
Why should a student study on a
ship for a semester and probably
create a debt for themselves?
"I
learned
about
and
experienced different and unique
cultures not usually taught in
school," said Nicole Osikowicz, a
participant in Semester at Sea
during fall of 1995.

canceled bcc!use of the Persian
Gulf War. Students were re-routed
to Africa
The environment · on board
enables students to develop strong
academic
and
personal
relationships with the facility and
other students. O' Toole said an
advantage of the program is the
"opportunity , to experience an
eclectic group of faculty" from
around the U.S. Students and
faculty share meals, leisure time
and living faci lities together.
Many student organizations are
offered on board ranging from the
ambassadors club to the drama
club. Otherextracurricularactivities
include
watching
movies,
swimming in ~e pool, basketball,

and volleybaJI. Ryn , remembered
playing intramural volleyball
against a professor, and noted
"Friendships made with professors
are unique and close to a mentor
relationship."
Every evening on the ship a
forum discussion is taught to
members on board by students,
facuhy and international guests.
The discussion enables students to
learn about life and individual
experiences within different
cultures. O'Toole described certain
students as "cross-culture soldiers,"
dedicated to learning and
enhancing their education.
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Holidays equalfamily, tradition
by Tabitha Whissemore

celebrated his first-Thanksgiving in 1995.
In Egypt, Eldeeb's home country, there are
many feasts during the year in correlation with
Thanksgiving is a time for family, food and the Muslim religion, but never anything quite
fun. But most of all, it is a time for tradition.
like Thanksgiving.
"It's a time for everyone to sit back and be
"I was amazed by the amount of food,
thankful for everything you have," said especially the turkey,''. Eldeet:i said,
freshman Jessica Siemers.
remembering the first time he celebrated the
Siemers' family is like most others when it holiday with his step-mother's family.
comes to the turkey holiday. They cram the
He said Thanksgiving also gave him a
relatives into one house, eat too much, and chance to meet many relatives he had never
relax during the several hours of football.
seen before.
"It brings the family together and breaks
"I was surprised al' the size of my stepthe monotony," Siemers said.
mom's family," Eldeeb said. "It was nice
Of course, family get togethers do not getting to know all of the people."
always tum out as planned. This has been
After moving to the U.S., he was aJso
depicted recently in many movies, like Jodie surprised at the number of holidays Americans
Foster's "Home For the Holidays" and 'The have, and the over-commercialization of them,
Myth of Fmgerpnnts" Dysfunction played a especially this time Of year.
big role in these films. The writers capitalized
"Christmas in Egypt is nothing like it is
on the theory that everyone has quirky here," Eldecb said.
relatives and dreads the holiday feasting.
While it is all new to Eldeeb, Siemers is
Siemers said she does not think the used to the bombardment of advertisements
portrayal is too accurate.
• during the season.
'Tuey over-exaggerated a little, I think,"
"It's aJways been very. commerciaJ,'' she
she said. "Our Thanksgivings have never been said. "I don't think it's gotten any better or any
like that, with all the chaos."
worse."
At Siemers' family get-togethers, the
She believes Thanksgiving does not get
quirky relatives stay home, although the house nearly as much atterition as Christmas, or even
is still overrun with relatives, forcing a buffet- Halloween, and some people have lost sight of
style dinner.
the holiday's true meaning.
Freshman Kari Hinnenkamp knows about
"You wonder if poople reaJly know what
that Each year, her relatives descend upon her Thanksgiving is all about,'' Siemers added.
house, not for turkey, but for her
What is it all about? Overeating? Catching
grandmother's homemade chicken noodle up with distant relatives? According to
soup.
Siemers, it is much simpler than that
"We've never really done the Thanksgiving
"It'_s all about family,'' she ~d. "And it's a
with all the turkey,'' said Hinnenkamp. "I can't time for people to reflect on all they-have to be
really remember a time when we didn't have grateful for."
'
soup for dinner."
Since the first Thanksgiving, many things
That is where the dissimilarity ends, Her have changed, but the true meaning of the
family's other traditions are much like holiday has not wavered.
Siemers'.
'The men and kids watch football, while
Cub Foods customers look for that
the women sit around the table and talk about
perfect weight turkey Wednesday
the men," she said with a laugh.
Hinnenkamp's holiday has not changed afternoon for this Thanksgiving, Cub
much since she was young, but Ahmed Eldeeb Foods estimates they will sell 7,000 to
Shane OpaWPHuro mrro,
is still getting used to American traditions. He 8,000 turkeys for the holiday.
STAFF WRITER
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Great Dragon treats tastebuds
Buffet-style dining
allows for sampling of
many different dishes

Food (5)
As mentioned earlier, there is a variety of
fare offered, something to suit every
preference.
Featured on the menu are the
usual staples - the aforementioned
fried rice, sweet-and-sour chicken,
as well as egg foo yung and lo
mein. There are also six kinds of
,. soup, several appetizer offerings
and spicier entrees for the more
daring diners.
On the buffet were various
dishes such as chicken with
cashew nuts, OCCf with broccoli,
General Tso's chicken, sesame
chicken and Szeuchuan delight. lnere were
the standard plain White rice, fried rice and
two kinds of soup. Also, there were several
kinds of appetizers on the buffet. such as
spring rolls, fried dumplings and barbecue
pork on a stick.
When we were there for lu11ch, they had
chicken nuggets, French fries and onion
rings as well. In the opinion of all the
adults, everything was done ''just right" and
we didn't find anything we didn't like.

_by Carlene Dean

Faoo CRITIC
Lovers of Chinese f9()d may

rejoice - a variety of delectable
Asian delights are available at the
rccemly-opencd Great Dragon

Buffet.
Located at the comer of Si:dh
Avenue and Division Street near
Video Update, the Great Dragon is ·
easily within walking distance for
many SCSU students.
The restaurant opened in

Scp1cmbcr and offers a large buffet as
well as other menu items to cat in or take
out.
Their hours are Sunday through

Thursday, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., and Friday
11 a.m. to I0:30 p.m.
I have eaten at the Dragon on two
occasions with friends and family - once for

Ii.inch and once for dinner.
I recommend buffet-style establishments
for the Chinese food-impaired, or those
people who look at a menu and have no i(.lca
what might be good and order anpld
stand.by like fried rice, sweet-and-sour
chicken or a hamburger.
This type of buffet gives one a chance to
sample many different and new things,
usually at fairly reasonable prices.
I have one warning, though: Chinese
food buffets can be addicting.

Price (5)

~tifij
The prices at the Great Dragon are
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Attention: Aviation Students

--

comparable to the other Asian restaurants we
have been to in St. Cloud. Many of the
•
entrees can be ordered in either a small or a
large size.
,
The small entrecs range in price from
$2.'50 (fried rice) to $4.75 (seafood dishes).
The large dishes range from $3.95 to $8.75.
The most expensive items are $10.25 and
consist of at least four or five kinds of meat
with vegetables.
Lunch specials are Monday through
Saturday for $4.25.
· Dinner combinations are available
ranging from $5.25 to $6.25, and they
include an egg roll and fried rice.
The prices for the buffet differ between
lunch and dinner.
An adult lunch is $5-25, and children
under IO are $3.95 (they did not charge for
my son, who is two years old). Al dinner,
adults are $7.25 and children under 10 a're
$4.75. The all-day Sunday buffet is priced at
$7.25. A beverage is in.eluded in the buffet
prices - there was no alcohol served when I
was there.

the smoking section on both visits because
there was no room in the non-smoking
area.
The place was filled to capacity, however,
the wai tress tried to seat us far from any
people smoking. ·

Service (5)

·~rij[i
One thing about the Great Dragon that
I've not encountered al, any other Chinese
buffet is that one pays for the meal before
being seated. We thought that was kind of
nice in a way. Other than that, the service
consisted of reoplc cleaning off tables and
also wielding pitchers of beverages, asking if
we needed refills. This is something I, as an
iced-tea addict, really appreciated.
Everybody was quite friendly. Service with
a smile definitely seemed to be their JX)licy.

Overall (4.5)

Atmosphere (4) .

~fij@

~rij
The restaurant interior is quite pleasing to
the eye, done in a palette of pastels.
There are also the standard Oriental
ornamental objects. such as huge pictures
showing scenes of China. The chairs and
booths, which are quite comfortable, are also
done in pastels.
The one drawback was we had to sit in

Basically, everything about this restaurant
makes it a great choice.
fl has good food at decent, comparable
prices. I went there on a tip from a friend,
who said it was "great." I left with pretty
much the same impression.
I highly recommend the Great Dragon to
Chinese food lovers and even those who
haven't tried it yet. .

Narmer.

T11rkev
., sandwich
or Arctic sea l)eaSt.
The plll)lic
ffillst l)e told!

Flight Physical

At F.rhert & Gerhert's freshness counts, not only when it comes to our

Only $30

!'! imple art of naming a sandwich. We prefer name,i like The Halle~:'s

witJ::t student ID

Occupational
Medicine
Clinic

D.M. Van Nostrand. M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane. Sµite 104- St. Cloud
(320) 251-3666

Mrnlwiches, but aJ!K) with the way we look at the worlil. Take the

Comet, The Rornk, or The Girf. Not exactly· nonnal, hut then again,
yon have to a!'lk :rnurself, who wants a normal !'larn_lwich? 1\fake sure

yon visit F.rbert & Gerhert's ancl try one of our fmirteen ,telicious
.iamlwiches. Sa111lwiches as uncommon as their names.

ERBERT

ERT'S'

- - -- - - - Vi!'lit onr location at 8 J,'ifth Ave. N., or for ,leliver:· caU '253·•Hl63.

l.\l\ ER~! n
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An unforgettable experience for O'Toole

was meeting Archbishop Desmond TuTu in
Brazil and sail ing to South Africa to have
dinner with Nelson Mandela:
Interaction with local people is possible
through welcome · receptions, sports
competitions, lectures/discussions held on

nearby campuses, and home stays. Osikowicz
said her home stay in India enabled her

to encounter rural India culture and family
roles.
The field experience aboard Semester at
Sea is an Integral part and the essence behind

the program. Field experience can include
visiting
the
Venezuelan

:~~:tft'

AfroDrum

O'Toole found his port stops to Kenya,
Brazil, ' Venezuela and South Africa
most interesting. Malaysia was his . faYorite
which he described. as a dynamic, hopefu l,
bustling country with good food, homes and
roads.
Financial aid is available for students who
attend the Semester at Sea program. The cost
of the program ranges from $13,000 to
$15,000, The cost includes passage
fare, tuition, room and board, food and
student fees. Fees not covered include
trave l tOand from ports, textbooks, personal
expenses and in-country travel. Students
who do not qualify for
financial aid at their
current° campus are

:~~al · =====j•··••='===

1

l~~~~."~a River,
the
Orinoco
climbing the Great Wall of

!~;~~ly encouraged to

The Semester at Sea
and
meeting
Field
Experience
members of the Congress
Itinerary for the fall of
of South Africa.
1998
includes:
Liberalism and the
.Vancouver, B.C.; Kobe,
ability to become openJapan; Hong Kong;
minded are · lwo o f
Jakarta. Indonesia; Ho
the • many impacts that
Chi Minh City, Vietnam;
effect students on the
Chennai,
India;
program.
_
Alexandria,
Egypt;
An Italian-American
Ashdod. Isreal; Istanbul,
boy from Ntw Jersey was
~ ,,
Nicole Osikowicz
Turkey; Rome, Italy and
"'the most qvert, mouthy
SPENT A SEMESTER AT SEA IN ·cas~~:~:~ic~oroc~~id,
racist I have ever seen,"
THE FALL OF 1995
'The semester I spent on
O'Toole said. The boy later
tried to buy tickets from the
•
the prograin was more
white · person's gate :. at a racetrack in inforynative than any seITlester at college."
Capetown, South Africa and was denied and
The program's roots date to 1926. It was
told to go to the "colored ga!e." The started when University Travel Association
oppression showed the student how it felt to began a seven-and-a-half month program
be treated as a minority, and his negative called Univei;sity World Cruise. In 1975, the
views o~ society changed.
ship was .destroyed by a fire. This ended the

China

Chronicle

The semester I
spent on the
program was
more informative
than any semester
at college.

Photo courtesy o/Thonw.s O'Toole

Thomas O'Toole, an SCSU professor of sociology and anthropology, met
Archbishop Desmond TuTu (left) in Brazil while sailing to South Africa to have
dinner with Nelson Mandela during his semester at sea as a teacher.
program after 21, voyages. C. Y. Tung and the
Seawisc Foundation reopened the program 'in
1977 with a new ship, the S.S. Universe.
Since 1981, the University of Pittsburgh has
been the sponsor of Semester al Sea.
The newly remodeled S.S. Universe 11, a
fully air-con(iitioned oceanJiner, is the vessel

sending students and faculty on their _world
wide voyage.

For more infomwtion: Semester at Sea,
University of Pi1tsburgh, 8/ I W'illiam Pin
Union, Pi1tsburgh, PA 15260. Call(800)8540i95 o, (4/2)648-7490, fax (4 /2)648-2298,

or at http://www.pitt.edu.-
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*:fru Wefcome Party

*7"< Sfri"B 'lirea,:_Parf!J'Pai:k
*'l{gumi Tnp 5Ur 'Transportation
*7 'J{igfit :J{otefJ¾commod'ations
•Jl1[~1Jca.if,J6,t,J~ l1IU{ :Fas

*'l{gumftn'p 'Transfers to an~from :J{otef
6 Night~ or all you can drink parties

Wint.er Book Exchange
Mon. Dec. 1, 10 a_m. - 5
Bring books in to sell
Tues. Dec 2, 10 a.m_ - 5 p_m.
Sell and purchase books
Wed. Dec. 3, 10 a_m, - 5 p_m,
Last day to purchase books
Thurs. Dec. 4 10 a_m_ - 5 p.m_
Pick up $$ & unsold books
Fri. Dec. 5 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Pick up $$ &unsold books
In Atwood Ballroom

For Mon

p.m_

Information
C~II:

1-800-446•8355

Round Trip Motorcoach
transportation from SCSU
to Airport and Back

(f; 1:urri~~
metus
6 T. CLOUD

World AIDS Day is December 1,
1997. One in 300 Minnesotans is
infected with HIV; one person out of
every 250 nationwide has the virus.
It could happen to you.

28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud. MN 56301
r320J 251-2569
We Buy and sell used
Compact Discs
Hours:
Cassettes
Mon.-Fri. JO a.m.-9 a.m
Videos
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
.__ _Le_a_1h_e_r_Ja_c_k_e1_s____s_""_-_'_'a_.m
_ ~ __J
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., in a house.
Laundry, no pet&. 253-5340.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS,
close to SCSU, heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Property, 251·8284,
or251-9418.
---2-B_D_R_M_.-$4-25/M_O____
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parkinWplug-in included. 654-8300.

1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
HUGE PRIVATE ROOM
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parking ?53-5340. . -~5~~9~ : rooming house, 5th Ave.

$185/MONTH FOR FALL '97
single room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable, OW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
WOMEN
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have a private room, with cable
TV, laund,y, and GREAT location!
Call for details ... Bob 251-8211.

HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185/month.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 259·
9673.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-mooth lease only.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
1 BDRM. APTS.
avail. 12/1. $310 • $360, heat pd.
Near Cobom's/0.T. Dan 255-9163.
SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.
SSSSSEFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
parking, $15.' Call 259-4841 .
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double ioom for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 267·
, 3291 or 255-1274.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM,
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 2535340.
SUB-LEASER WA.NTED
6-bdrm. house. Across from educ.
building. Five other females in
house. Great roommates. $240/mo.
Call Stacey at (320) 240-9683 or
(612) 595-8639.
AVAILABLE:
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2-bdrm.
apts. on bus line. Riverside 2519418, or251-8284.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and A/C !Or
the student. Utiltties included. 706
6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
FORESTV!EW
large 1 & 2-bdrm .. apts. Free
reseived parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

SUB-LEASER NEEDED A.S.A.P.
5th Ave. apt. $215/mo., NICE! Close
to SCSU. Call Ma,y at (218) 2672868·
SHARED RENTAL
4-bdrm. townhomes, with pool,
volleyball, by SCSU. Available
immediately, 252-2633.
IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
QUARTERS
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdnn. apts. Free
parking. Dan 255-9163.
1, 2, 3 & 4-BDRM. APTS.
now and 12/1. Dan 255-9163.
SUB-LEASE SPECIALS

mil, SGLS/DBLS. In house and
apts., campus neighborhood.
Several locations. Dan 255-9163.
THE CASTLE
2 female roommates needed winter
quarler, to share 4-bdrm. apt Dan
255-9163 --------2-BDRM. APT$.
1 block from campus. Newly
remcxleled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
FEMALE SUB-LEASER
non-smoking stude.nt housing,
$235/mo. Call 259-9093.
RAMBLER DUPLEX
3-bdrm. apt., $225/a rm., S.E. side
campus bus line, quiet/professional
residential area. Private ·entry, LN,
ON/, non-smoker, no pets. Avail.
12/1. l.lrginia, 259-4540 (D), 2550479 (E).

BENTONWOOD
$370/MO. 1-BDRM. APT.
2 bdnn. apts. S.E. St C~ud. On bus
heat, water & garbage. S.E. location ·line $390 • $420. Heat pd. June!.
on bus line. On-site laundry. 654.- Hwy. 10 & 23. Avail. 10/23, 11/1.
Dan 255-9163.
8300.

$200 deposit, low app. fee. Includes

Policies:
•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2,
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, 'available at 255·
3943 or 255-2164, during busines.s hours and ask for clas.sifieds.
FOR RENT
I -bdrm .. apt. for rent.' Call Matt at
253-5787.

1 & 2-ROOM EFF.
private and semi-private baths. Util.
included. 259-9434.

SINGLE ROOMS
1 bdrm. apt., close to campus. Call
Select Properlies, 253-1154.

BEACHWOOD
t bdrm. apts. Avail. 12/1. Near
D.T./Cobom's. Heat pd., $310 •
$360. Dan 255-9163.

1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
$370-$445/mo. Large rooms and
closets. l ots of windows wtth blinds.
Off-street parking with plug-ins. Heat
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

OLYMPIC ti
3. 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. spltt units wtth two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages, and
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

M & M SUITES
one room eff. in clean, quiet
building. Util., table included. 2599434.

WINDSOR WEST
4 bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid Results, 253-0910.

AFFORDABLE
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on S.E. side.
$370-$445/mo. On bus line. Heat,
water, garbage & parking pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

4BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. t or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/roo. Call 259-1500 Jon.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4 bdrms. wtth two full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 253·
0910.

SUBLET SPECIALS
large· 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd_. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1·bdrm. widen or 2bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Poot,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

2 OR 3 BDRM. APT.
!pr winter quarter. Ask for Brenda
202-1080.

4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included, micro., OW, A/C, miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 259·
9673.

SUBLETS AVAIL
call today. All your housing needs,
251 "1814·
--CH_A_R_LA_M_At_N_E_A_PT_S,-1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with classic design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, OW, and micros.
Call 240-0234 to take a look.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex.
Private off street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
$100 OFF OF 1ST MONTH'S
RENT
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on bus line. $370
$445/mo. Large rooms. Low ·
security depostts. Heat, water and
pal1<ing pd. Northern Mgmt. 654·
8300.

RESIDENT MGR.
for 4 apt. buildings. live-in studio
apt., heat pd., avail. 11/1/97, 251-

6005.
STATEVIEW
4 bdrm. units on campus:.1 Two
showers, OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Aeasooable
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4-bdnn. apts. Close to campus for
summer and fall. Includes heat, OW,
micro., A/C, mini blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available. Campus
Quarters, 575 7th St. S. 252-9226

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4 bdnn. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
teases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.

FEMALE SUB-LEASER NEEDED
A.S.A.P.
Nov. rent paid. Spacious 4-bdrm.
apt. 1 block from campus. Call or
leave a message, 202-1712.
SHARE RENTAL
$125/mo. Private parking, laundry,
and cable. 259-1989, Jeff.
. MALE TO SHARE 3-BDRM.
HOUSE
with 2 others. Call 259-9434.

1 BDRM.APT,
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
FEMALE SINGLE ROOMS
$169 to $259. Furnished, taund,y,
TV area, lg. rooms, flex. leases, heat
pd., util. fixed $1 1. Parking, 8th and
91h Ave. 253-4222, Andy. Model
College of Hair Design.

Attention
BOOK SPRING BREAK WITH
SOMEONE YOU TRUST:
CAPTAIN RON'S.
Captain Ron's has provided spring
break for SCSU .students for five
seasons. We work with only the
most reputable companies and are
the exclusive provider lo Bianchi·
Rossi's Acapulco vacation and
Party Extravaganza package. AU
destinations avail.! 654-8998.
EVERYONE WHO BOOKS
SPRING BREAK WITH
CAPTAIN RON'S.
receives a free tanning package
and a chance to win spending cash,
a limousine ride to and from the
airport, plus more! Call ~
~ today! 654-8998.
FREE ROSES:
everyone who purchases a tanning
package or lotion at ~
receives on dozen roses while
supplies last. One day onlyMonday 11/17. 654-8998.
. LIMOUSINE TO THE CASINO
$15/person. Call Captain Ron's
654-8998.
STRESSED OUT?
relax with a soothing massage.
50% off first session. Essential
Energy Massage Therapy, 202·
8625. Student and staff discounts.

Thursday, November 13, 1997
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS
has a new meeting time. Now
Mondays at 3 p.m. in Newman

Center, Classroom C.
FREE CASH GRANTS! ·

college, scholarships, busineSS,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-2 18-9000 ext. A-3883 for

listings.
NEED LEGAL SERVICES?
can't afford a lawyer? Don't qualify
for legal aid? Call 240-9736. 9 a.m.8 p.m.
SPRING BREAK '98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. For
more info: Call 1-800-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.
SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airfare,
7 nights in hotel, transfers, and
parties. For brochure, earnings
and/or FREE trip.1-800-395-4896.
(www.collegetours.com)
PARKING AVAIL.
1 block liom campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 lor
current listings.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
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CASHIER
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
·20hrs./wk. Must work well wth stuffing envelopes al home. Send part time. At home. Toll Free
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free children. Apply in person. Outer · long SASE to": Country Living (1)800-218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
social-hour parties/$69 party Limits, Crossroads Shopping Shoppers, Dept. A40, 251 N. listings.
·
Dupont Hwy., Suite 117, Dover, DE
package, discounts. (800) 366- Center.
4786. http://www.mazexp.com
19901.
MONEY
$1 ,500 WEEKLY
new fast growing comp. is looking
WHAT IF l 'M PREGNANT! ?SPRING BREAK '98
for self-motivated people w/
potential mailing our circulars. Free
for help and hope, call St. Cloud info. Call 410-783-8275.
free food. and drinks! Cancun, leadership qualities to help
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida expansion. Will train. Flex. hrs.
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
from $399 and up. Organize a small (612) 566-4722_.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!II
Germain St., Suite 205, St. the St.Cloud Children's Home is group & travel FREE! Highest
Cloud.
$1,0005 POSSIBLE
accepting appl. for part time and full commissions & lowest prices! Call
time Child Care Counselor Surf & Sun Tours to become a reading books. Part time. Al home.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
positions. SCCH works with a campus representative (800) 574- Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. Rtwo barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251- diverse population of adolescents 7577.
3883 for listings.
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on from throughout the state of Minn.
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard Afternoon, evening, overnight, and
Headquarters and all other wknd. hours avail. Appl. must be 21
students, $5. All other weekdays, yrs. of age. Starting rate for
$6. .
,
.
overnight posifons: $7.33, other
positions: $8.03. Includes pd.
vacation, holiday and health
insurance. Located near campus.
Personal.,
Ideal positions for Human Service
Majors! Appl. are avail. at Catholic
Charities, St.Cloud Children's
•'•HOUSIM;
God loves the people of this Home, 1726 7th Ave. S., St. Cloud,
world so very much that he gave me, MN 56301. EEO/AA.
'''ATTE11:TION
his only son, so that all those who
are happy b~use of me shall have
''E:\IPLOYI\IENT
HELP WANTED
eternal life and Shall never die.
5th Ave. Sleep Center is seekiog
·••PERSO:\ALS
- Jesus of Naiareth motivated individual for delivery.
This position is PT, and has flexible
'''MlTICES
hrs. Pay based on experience.
'''LOST/FOUND
Please apply in person at: 119 5th
Employment
Ave. S. St.Cloud, 56301.
*FOR SALE
CARETAKER TEAM
HHA - CNA • PCA
S.E. side studerlt-housing complex.
caring
people
Partial rent credit for 2-bdrm. apt. for dependable,
caretaking and snow-removal needed. 4- 40 hrs., a.m., p.m. &
wkends. Good pay & benefits.
duties. 654-8300.
Alternative
Choice
Health
Services. 654-6031 , or 1-800-949RESIDENT MGR.,
for 4 apt. buildings, live-in studio 1474.
apt., heat pd., avail. 11/1/97, 2516005.

Nike
Bauer
CCM
Easton
Jofa
Koho
Christian
It evh
Montreal
Tavkla
Sher-Wood
Louisville
Douglas

RESERVE YOUR
ClASS/FllDS SPACE
TODAY!!

THIS S'PACE COULD
BE YOURS, SO CALL
TODAY!!
255-3943.

2018 8th St. N . St. Cloud• (320) 252-2600

For groups and intermural tean1s
T-shirts, sweatshirts and jackets
With a f-uU
of hockey

C1at1•i1ei SCSD l1cke1 Jerae11
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BOOKS
BRING THEM TO
SCSU BOOKSTORE

ON CAMPUS
Tll■nday

November 13

7:45 an - B:00 pm

Friday

November 14

7:45 an - 4:30 pm

Saturday

November 15

11:00 am - 3:00 pm

MIIL·Fri.

November 17-20

7:45 an - B:oo pm

T e C am er Music Society of St. C ou an
The St. Cloud State University Program Board Performing
Arts Committee presents

Stephen 'Zs uttts,
trwnpet

and
'Zser,etl1( cfloch,
soprano
;ftlday, /IJ011em6tt 14, 1997 8 1'·"'·
Kl m6 t.tl '( II. 'R l t gt" e II u d l t O t l u"'
St. etoud State ~nl11ttslt'(
Tickets available in Atwood Memoria.l Center 118 or at the door:
$8 non-SCSU stu~~en~
s~~~? c!t~;e~ 1
years and under

:~~h

a~Jsili{i

This series is made possible in part by SCSU Student Activity Fee Dollars and a grant provided by

the Minnesota State Arts Board, through an appropriate by the Minnesota State Legislature and in
part by the National Endowment for the Arts . .Other support has been provided by the SCSU Music
Department. The Chamber Music Society of St. Cloud is a member of United Arts of Central
Minnesota. The concert is sponsored by K~JR-90.1 FM--Minnesota Public Radio.
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